—
ng
mi
co
me
Ho
s
ght
hli
Hig
t,
que
Ban
mni
Alu
ce,
Parade, Bonfire, Dan
been chosen
finalists
five
of
d
fiel
a
from
reign over Humboldt State’s 16th
annualH omecoming.
The 19-year-old junior from Eureka was sponsored by the Forestry Club and will rule over HomeLinda Arvola

has

was selected as the Best Dressed

gec-

Woman of the Year in 1960 and retary to the ASB council.
Redwood Hall sponsored Miss
was also Sempervirens Sweetheart
Suffran. The 22-year-old senior is
last year.
business administration major
The four other candidates chos- a
from
N
en as princesses are Kathy Mc“ag bit unMies
SufKay.
Mendes,
Gregor, Nancy
5‘3” and has blue
standg
108”,
der
fran and Joan Iversen.
nd.
weekes
thistie
coming activi
eyes to go with her brown hair.
Miss McGregor, a business eduelect
to
out
turned
s
She has put her major to work
720 student
e insists
the 5‘7” blonde in what turned out cation major from Riversidheels and while at college, serving as treasto be one of the closest queen elec- she stands 5'114” without adds she urer of the Business Club and Sunthe blue-eyed pretty
tions at Humboldt.
set Hall.
weighs 105 pounds.
Miss Iversen, sponsored by the
Miss Arvola, who has green eycs
The 19-year-old junior is spon- Tau Kappa Epgilon fraternity, is
and weighs 130 pounds is currentClub and the a 20-year-old senior from Gualala.
ly the Associated Women's Cor- sored by the Comus
Sunset Hall
as
served
She
WRA.
class
The 5'6” music education major
junior
ry,
Secreta
ing
respond
brown” has brown eyes and light brown
“brown,
has
and
secretary
SenClub
representative at Interhair.
ate, and vice president of the hair.
Her activities have included parMiss Mendes, a 20-year-old junWomens Recreation Association.
is majoring in ticipation in the band, choir, and
Arcata
from
ior
by
d
crowne
was
Linda
Queen
Sponsored Madrigals for four years; opera
.
Dr. Nedd E. Girard at today’s as- elementary education
d, the workshop for three years and Mu
Unlimite
tion
Conserva
by
sembly, and will be honored at
years.
says she has been Epsilon Psi for four
she
(which
5’4”
the
lead
will
she
dance;
's
tonight
brown
She
is
also
listed
in
Who's
Who
eyed,
brown
years)
four
for
honbe
g;
parade tomorrow mornin
she weighs ex- in American Coleges in 1960, a
ored at half-time ceremonies at the haired miss states
member of the Green and Gold
football game; and will conclude actly 115 pounds.
Key in 1960-61 and is currently
night's
exas
served
has
Mendes
Miss
ow
her reign at tomorr
ecutive

dance.

Queen
will

ride

Linda and her attendants
in

the

sponsor's float.
The physical

Princess Nancy

parade

education

on

their

major
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Arcata,

Fri., Nov.

Calif.,

10, 1961

secretary

to

the

student

council, vice president of the WRA
in 1959, and served on the Homecoming committee and leadership
She

conference.

is

presently

AWS president.
Miss Arvola and

her court

will

be honored at half time tomorrow
night at the Nevada vs. Humboldt
a football game.

Kick-off time for the game is 8
in Redwood Bowl. Clifton
Branstetter will also be formally
initiated into the Humboldt Hall
of Fame. The Alumni Band will
also perform during half-time.
“Adventures

in

Paradise,”

Homecoming

Dance,

in the

men's.

gym

game.

Admission

will

be

the
held

following
prices

for

the
the

dance will be 50 cents stag and $1
a couple with student body card
and 75 cents and $1.50 a couple
without.
Karen McDonald, chairman of
the bonfire, has announced that it
will be held behind the Redwood
Bowl bleachers next to the Field
House. The rally will begin at the
Plaza at 7 tonight and proceed to
the site of the bonfire.
The parade will begin at noon
tomorrow in North Arcata, proceed to downtown Arcata, and then
to Eureka.

Tonight’s dance in the men’s
gym
will follow the bonfire. A
Hawaiian theme has been chosen,
Charges for this will be 25 cents
with student body card and 50
cents without.

Hall of Fame
Lists Six Greats

ot

No.

Princess Kathy

10

Popera Opens Nov. 17
In Men’s Gymnasium

who thrilled HSC basketball, football and tennis partisans from 1938
to 1942.
Weighing only 135 pounds and
standing 5 feet six inches, Billy
was a standout on defense and offense-in football for the- Lumberjacks, and was No. 1 man on the
year.
These athletes were chosen by tennis team, and an all-conference
basketball player.
a committee consisting of Dr. Don
Karshner,
Dr. Griffith,
Francis
It was in basketball
that he
Givins and Fred Telonicher.
This made his most lasting impression
was the original committee.
at HSC.
In four years he scored
The first all-time HSC great to a thousand points and was the
be honored at a Humboldt Homesparkplug of the 1941-42 team that
coming
was
Earl Meneweather.
brought Humboldt its first Conference
Championship.
As_ the
Earl,
“the greatest
Lumberjack
Far Western Conference leading
football player of them all,” was
a member of the fabled 1935-36- scorer that season, he averaged
37-38 teams.
These teams won
17.3 points per game and was an
19 and lost 8 while playing such overwhelming choice for all-conpowers as St. Mary's Frosh and ference honors.
‘Billy’ was honSanta Clara Frosh. Although well ored at the annual Alumni banunder 6 feet tall and weighing only quet at Nelson Hall.
165 pounds, Earl excelled not only
Roy (Doby) Harrison, four-year
letterman
in football, but also in basketball | baseball
and football
and baseball.
He is remembered | during the time that Humboldt
by his teammates
as “The guy was just getting started in interwho always got the job done,” a collegiate sports, was selected as
great breakaway runner and al- the third member of the Hall of
ways a threat either passing or Fame.
Harrison was described by
rushing.
Prof. Fred Telonicher, the first
Earl, now a teacher in the Oak- coach of Humboldt intercollegiate
land public schools, attended the football as “one of those dedicated
1955
game
between
HSC
and young boys who played for HumSacramento State, as a guest of boldt when we were just getting
honor.
At half time, he was giv- started in sports and when we had
en a hero's ovation and presented very little in physical resources.”
in 1925
with a blanket and a four-year Roy
entered Humboldt
letterman’s jacket.
At the close and excelled as a second baseman
of the game, completing a 39 to 6 on_ the baseball squad, the first
win, Earl was awarded the game of Humboldt’s teams to engage in
He
ball and carried off the field by intercollegiate
competition.
the triumphant Lumberjacks.
was also an excellent hitter.
The second of Humboldt’s allemHumboldt
In 1927, when
time greats to be selected for the barked in intercollegiate football
Hall of Fame was Dr. William by taking on Southern Oregon,
(CONTINUED
ON
PAGE 6)
Lee of Petaluma, the ‘Billy” Lee

The idea of a Hall of Fame was
developed by Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
McKittrick in 1955.
Since then,
one all-time HSC athlete has been
selected to reside in the Hall of
Fame and be honored at the annual ~Homecoming
-game © each

Lynn Ricker, publicity, Mike WalThe twelfth annual Popera will
dance, Judy Chase, King conker,
|
p.m.
8:15
at
17,
Nov.
y,
be on Frida
and Kay Magnuson, “white
‘test.
proThe
m.
in the men’s gymnasiu
In explanation, “white
nts.”
elepha
|
gram will include a classical connts” are little items collectelepha
|
a
loper
the
of
ning
cert. the crow
ed around the campus by the comKing, and a dance, in that order.
donaters,
cheerful
from
mittee
The master of ceremonies will be
will be used as door prizes
which
Mearns.
T.
James
r
professo
it the dance.
two
will include
50c
The concert
admission charge is
The
Symby the Humboldt
works
| with an A.S.B. card and $1.00 for
direction of | | adults.
the
under
phony
Charles Fulkerson, four works by |
the College Choir under the di- |
fou
Wagner,
Leon
of
rection
works by The Choraleers under
the direction once again of Leon
Wagner, a trumpet trio, a number |
by both the Choir and Choraleers,
Symphonic
works by the
four
Wind Ensemble under the direcfour
Smith, and
tion of David
The theme for the half - time
|
works by the Humboldt chorale | show at the football game tomor|
Barunder the direction oi Leland
| row night will be “The Humboldt
low.
The band will present
Legions.”
Following the concert will be a show that should prove to be
the crowning of the Popera King, one of the more interesting shows
The
by the homecoming queen.
of the season.
King is the most popular man on
The first formation of their Rocampus as determined by voting | mn show is one of a chariot, typon Friday, Nov. 17, both during ifving the legions of Rome.
It
the day and just before the con- employs the use of a prop which
Any campus organization is adds more novelty to the formacert.
open to sponsor a candidite for | tion.
this activity.
The second formation will be of
there a gladiator shicld and the third
the crowning
Following
This will follow of a violin, the latter being a symwill be a dance.
ol of Nero, ete.
immediately and there will be no
The show was originated, planextra charge added to the admission price of the concert.
| ned and charted by Rowland Nielson, a senior music major from
Members of the Popera ComHe also devised special
the band.
Iversen, Generai
mittee are Joan
tickets, musical arrangements.
Joan Byker,
Chairman,

Band Presents
Legion Theme
_ At Half-Time

Queen Linda

New Constitution Presented

To ASB Council In Three Weeks

Princess

Humboldt State’s new constitution drafted after the federal form
of government will be presented
in its entire concept to the associated student body executive council within the next three weeks, it
was learned at Tuesday’s meeting.
of the
Crane, chairman
Dave
the
told
committee
constitution
council that the committee wished
to wait for a period of three weeks
and then present the whole constitution at once to the council.
Clark, representative at
Hugh
large, was appointed by vice president Don Daniels as vice-chairman with Crane to help on the
constitution.

Joan

Homecoming Activities

TODAY

| Bill Turner informed the group
lthat next Tuesday’s meeting will
be held at president C. H. Siemens’ house.
body
student
Griffith,
Dick
treasurer, gave prices of an after

Sequoia Theater, 1-3 p.m.
and Variety Show......
ny
Ceremo
Green and Gold Key Capping
Hall of Fame Speaker
ceeeeeees Cafeteria, 4-6 p.m.
Buffet Dinner

7 p.m.
sieiees
Bonfire Rally ..
a.m.
p.m.-1
9
Gym,
.....Men’s
......
Dance
’’
‘* Aloha, Hawaii
SATURDAY
9 a.m.
Spurs Reunion Breakfast .. .Campus Activities Center,
ceseeeeeees
Apcata,
1]
a.m.
Parade Lineup and Judging .....
.
......
Arcata
Parade through
Gn aaa
Parade through Eureka ...... caeceuvenvguanesevves
p.m.
4:80
Inn,
Bureka
..eeeee.
...
Alumni Social Hour ......
p.m.
5:45
Inn,
Bureka
......
i
r
Alumn Dinne
eeeeeeeeeeeeee
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Club in the Women’s Gym
18. The prices of 50 cents

with a student
cents without
approved.

body
were

card and 75
unanimously

For Second Play Dec. 8

Sequoia Masque’s second production, ‘‘The Good Woman
to ‘‘The
of Setzuan,’’ is cast and will op en Dec. 8. In contrast
27.
of
cast
a
involve
will
play
this
Innocents’’’ cast of six,

The style of the play is one|
suggested holding study
sitting
is prominent in Europe and |
council
which
the
with
s
session
in with the constitution committee lis slowly moving on to the stages
d |
and studying the proposed bi-cain- | of the United States. It is referre
to as “epic-theatre” and is some-|
eral form of government.
to “Our Town” as it)
Crane also told the council that ‘what similar
mers talking di-|
perfor
the
s
involve
WilDr.
|
his committee will have
e at times.
audienc
the
to
|
mer Bohlmann, assistant professor rectly

One other feature of the play
of Political Science as a constituits use of fragmentary scenery;
lis
tional adviser.
very little scenRon Sells, compiler of the recent- | that is, the use of
e to emaudienc
the
forcing
ery,
|
was
y,
director
ly released student
a great
to
tion
imagina
their
ploy
|
given $50 as part of the original
play.
the
hout
throug
extent
stuthe
and
he
between
contract
A morality play written by Berdent council, with $150 more upon
s three gods
completion of selling and adver- tolt Brecht, it involve
| who come to a poor village in
tising the handbook.
They
The amount settled for Sells fin- | search of one good woman.
Football: HSC vs, University of Nevada
Redwood Bowl, Arcata, 8 p.m. ally came after the council discov- find such a one in Shen Te, a proseevee
ble to them,
se
ered a mistake in the original pro- \titute. She is hospita
Homecoming Dance—'‘ Adventures in Paradi
her 1000
give
they
return
in
and
counThe
Men’s Gym, 10 p.m. duction price was made.
she buys
cil found that instead of $400 for pices of money. With this y gives
SUNDAY
liberall
and
store,
tobacco
a
it
y,
director
the
of
the completion
board and foom to the needy and
was $450.
‘Green & Gold Key Breakfast
a.m.
10
Club,
Country
Baywood
In other eouncil action, president to parasitesas well.
eevee

iness
Nov.

dance sponsored by the Bus-

Sequoia Masque Casts 27

Clark

Queen’s Coronation Assembly

game

Noon

é

Conditions get bad until she dis-

guises herself as her own cousin,
and as such operates her business

and

shrewdly
regard

for

profitably,

others.

As

with

her

no

own

Griffith also said the freshman
class wil start selling mums today
for homecoming, with prices set)
at 50 cents with card and 75 cents
without the student body card.
class | §
freshman
Garzee,
Bob
president, told the council his class
rejected buying pom poms because
the price of $94 was too much for
the class to undertake.
Jack Moore, activities commissioner, said his commission is orPrincess Kay
ganizing an on campus tour for
rooters from Central Washington.
Jack Frost, assemblies commissioner, said that sometime in DeFRI., Nov. 10—Variety Show and Queen
cember, an assembly for Republiquoia Teater at 1 p.m.
can students is expected to be
Buffet Dinner in the cafeteria 4-6 p.m.
scheduled. He also said that later
in the year two speakers from each
Bonfire and Rally—7 p.m.
party is being planned.
in the Men’s Gym—9 p.m.
Dance
DenPublications commissioner,
it
if
council
the
asked
,
Giuntini
nis
SAT., Nov. 11—Spurs’ Breakfast in CAC
would be possible to sell the surParade in downtown Arcata—12 p.m.

cousin she is brought to trial for 'plus stock of this year’s annuals
Goodwin,
having kidnapped herself. The (about 200). Howard
gods come to the trial and sum up) graduate manager, said it would
the dilemma of the human strug- be necessary to reduce the prices
gle: it is more pleasing to the to order to sell the surplus.
gods to be kind, but only the merChuck Freitas, sophomore class
cenary prosper.
president, told the council that his
Cast in the major roles are Pat lclass has organized a committee to
Flanagan as Shen Te and Shui Ta draft a constitution.
as
Graham
Bob
Freitas and Carl Wolf, junior
(the cousin),
Wang the water-seller, Jim Cath- class president, went over the
ey as Yang Sun, Lila Cooper as Student California Teachers Ashis mother, and Lila Evans as sociation constitution and wrote
Mrs. Shin, a neighbor. The three out reason for rejection. They
is are Floyd Nichols, Glenn asked that reasons for rejection be
her, and Ward Hoalton.
given to the SCTA.
The director of the play is Dr.
Crane asked all council members
or
profess
t
at Leadership Conassistan
Jerry Turner,
to be Bo
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8)
«of Speech
and

Hilltop Calendar

Coronation

in Se-

at 9 a.m.

Alumni Banquet at the Eureka Inn at 4 p.m.
Football Game—HSC vs. Univ. of Nevada in Redwood Bowl
Dance in Men’s Gym—10:30 p.m.
SUN., Nov. 12—Breakfast for Green and Gold Key members

at the Baywood Country Club at 10 a.m.

WED.,

Nov.

15—Faculty

Forum

with

Dr.

Robert

Kittelson

will speak on ‘‘Characteristics of the American Economic
System,’’ in the Science Building 8 p.m.
FRL., Nov. 17—Popera—8 :15 in the Men’s Gym
SAT., Nov. 18—HSC vs. Central Washington (here)
Women’s high school Sports Day sponsored by WRA is to
be held in the Men’s Gym beginning 8 a.m to 3 p.m.

SUN.,

Nov. 19—Foreign

quoia Theater—8 p.m.

Film

entitled ‘‘The

Roots’’

in Se-

Bewildered Students

‘Kidnapped’ Pair
To ‘Visit’ Campu
Sometime

before ‘‘High

Noon’’

tomorrow,

a Greyhound

of handeutfed,
stage will lurch into Arcata carrying a
mnileas San Fernando Valley State students
hungry and

of mantant and contribute
of the
on
functi
y
primar
the
ro
¢
i
but
this
research
kind,
University.

coming.

The men are victims of a southern California “kidnaping”, according to a San Fernando “conApparently the victims of a fraternal coup, the students are high
ranking officers in the San Fernando
Valley State chapter
of
“Little Ron,” or Ron

as he is known
nity

stateemphasis on research and research opportunities. on This
What
is:
questi
s
obviou
an
ment may be true, but then

a Nobel
good does it do to listen to a teacher who may have
A good
nts?
stude
t
prize if he cannot be understood by the
her.
researc
=
a
with
mous
teacher is not always synono
places
who
indivi
An
case.
the
is
opposite
Often the
time to
his main emphasis on research may not have the
availa
t with his
research he cannot possibly develop the contac
ng.
good
teachi
to
ary
students which is also necess
realize
The University administration and the faculty must
to
teach.
Everything
is
that the first duty of the instiution
this campus
else must be secondary to this duty. Teaching on
It
must
change.
.
nable
abomi
the
s
reache
imes
somet
—F. D. Jeans,
The Editor

From Other Campuses
That is the question at RiverReserved or not reserved?
over home-game seating
versy
contro
a
as
,
College
side City

student

policy is threatening to split the RCC

are
nity and sorority members
arguing for the right to rope-off
sections on the fifty-yard line for
their groups while non-frat mem-

bers are fighting against it. The
battle of the bleachers is raging

so strongly
constitution

that a change in the
is being considered.

8

es

Oh where, oh where has my
parking space gone, is a lament
not only familiar to HSC drivers

but to those at Cal Poly also. The

ideal spot to park according to
“Poly Views” is in the dorm park-

ing area.

Here

you

fight-

have a

ing chance as only 624 parking permits have been issued for the 600
available places.

8
es
Success and failure of communi-

cation in the Soviet Union

topic of Dr.

was the

S. I. Hayakawa,

in-

semantist,
known
ternationally
when he spoke to the student body
at Modesto Junior College recent-

ly. Hayakawa,
guage

a professor of lan-

arts at San

Francisco

BUXTON’S

State

has served as president of the International Society for Sematics

and was the founder of ETC, a review of general sematics. He has
editor of that publication
been
since its founding in 1943.

BUXTON’S DRUGS
MYRTLETOWN
HENDERSON CENTER
Eureka

®

¢

s

City Colto see the

Students at Pasadena
lege had an opportunity

UN in action this week when the
International Relations club preof the

session

a mock

sented

at a student body assembly.
was

the agenda

ping

UN

Topon

a debate

There was singing in the bathroom, dancing in the living room,
joke telling to friends and just
about everything else concerning
entertainment when the students at
Compton College prepared for the
annual “All College Talent Show”
The accent this
held yesterday.
although
singing,
on
was
year
there was also a variety of dancers,
combos and comedians.
>

s

8

“You ain’t nothing but a hound
dog, but we love you just the
same,” is the theme song of the
seems
Ralph,

of Taft

College.

It

their
unofficial
mascot,
is headed for the pound.

That is, unless the students of T.C.
come to his rescue. Ralph accidentally was hit during shot put practice and some
temporary
brain
damage
resulted.
This
damage
caused him to “get mean” to some
youngsters which rewarded
him
with a trip to the pound. It was

learned upon arrival at the pound

WELCOME
Alums of °46

ARCATA
STATIONERS
833

H St. on the Plaza

PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
Sales and Service

GREETING CARDS
SCHOOL AND OFFICE
SUPPLIES

CHARLIE BROWN
SEZ

PIZZA &

(Related Items)
ARE
Cheap in California

that

Ralph

had

not

had

Money!

was

his

Needed

not

licensed

shots.

shots. Only if this money is raised
will Ralph be released
pound, and this is the

the Taft
their

students —

from the
desire of

freedom

for

hound.

Faculty Forum
Meets Nov. 15
The
faculty forum’s
regularly
scheduled meeting has been set
back a day to Wednesday, Nov.
15, according to Dr. Ralph Roake,
chairman of the group.
Dr. Bob Kittelson will be guest

speaker at the meeting and his
topic is “The Characteristics of
American Economy.”
The meeting will be held in the
science auditorium and everyone
is invited to attend, said Roske.

Spurs Breakfastthe

form
A Spurs breakfast in
of a coffe hour will take place in
the Campus Activities Center at
The
9 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 11.
breakfast is an annual event spon-

sored by the HSC Spurs for the
primary purpose of giving inactive
Spurs a chance to get together and
talk over old times.

EMPIRE

Jerry Moore Trio

Radiator &

HI 23-9623
1906 Sth St.
EURBEA

Problem:

to pay for Ralph’s

Charlie Brown's
THURS. - FRIDAY
SATURDAY

and

“Big

Don,”

Don

gists say you may not be lazy at
all, as your parents would have
you believe. You may just be neurotic. Perhaps you are a masochist.
Alwyn
Sessions, assistant professor of psychology, had this to
about the
questioned
say when
reasons potentially good students
fail in college:

“When

a student who

is flunk-

ing a course comes to me, I avoid
the too automatic reaction of telling him he lacks the ambition for
college work and that he should
quit school; it is generally assumed a student is failing for one of
two reasons, either he is lazy or
lacks
the necessary
intelligence.

Actually, a student may

be failing

for any of a multitude of reasons.”
In short, what outwardly appears
to be, in the study of behavior, is
often oversimplification.
To develop Professor Sessions’
point further, it is possible that a

as fast as he would like on the
freeway.
A continued restriction on his
driving, for example, would block
the subject from realizing his goal
of independence. He would become
frustrated. A psychological reaction can become generalized. The
frustrated
speeder
might,
consciously or unconsciously, further
rebel against the restriction on his
freedom of having to go to classes
at a certain time, and hand in assignments before a deadline.
The
frustrated, rebellious student might turn to sleep as an
escape
mechanism.
Instructor’s
roll books record that quite a number of morning classes are missed.
But then, maybe it is due to faulty
alarm clocks. ...

There

is very

little

probability

that the above hypothetical example will apply to many non-producing
students,
Professor
Sessions says. It is only one of countless variations of the basic problem—frustration.
It does serve as an example of
the complexity of human behavior.
“Cases similar to it are numerous,”

said Professor Sessions.
“One immediate benefit a student can realize from an understanding of the varied psychological factors which figure in his atti-

tude

toward

himself

and

others,”

says Professor Sessi-ns.
No serious psychological problem will be resolved overnight, but
the more the troubled student is

able to objectively examine himself, the better oriented he will be-

covering

the

problems,
he

is

“poor

rather

lazy

or

student’s”

than

Delta

Sigma

Nu

cuffed

together

pledge

class,

at-

tired in appropriate clothing, handtrain bound

on

boarded

and

for San

a

Francisco.

At 7:15 tomorrow morning, the
kidnappees are scheduled to arrive

stated

Pro-

Debate Squad
Leaves for SF
To Tournament
Humboldt’s debating team left
for San Francisco Thursday where
they participated in over 80 debates. Dr. Steele said, “The team
did as well as previous teams and
each team won its share of debates.”
On the whole, Humboldt
won over 36 per cent of its debates which is a very good showing, considering the many schools
represented and this being Humboldt’s first tournament.
Humboldt’s top team of Larry
Heines and John Rawlinson beat
San
Francisco State twice
and
Stanford once, for the upper division.

The
best teams
in the lower
division
were Fred Milard
and
Jack Turner who defeated Stanford, University of Nevada, and
University of Pacifica.
The team
of Ricky Baumgarten and Dave
Crane
beat Stanford, University
of Nevada and San Mateo College.
Also, the team of Frank Lawson
and Ken
Bareilles defeated San
Mateo College, University of Nevada and Stanford.
Individually, Dave
Crane took
one first and two seconds in the
while
speaking,
extemporaneous
Ricky Baumgarten took two firsts
contest
Each
one fourth.
and
consisted of about 6 or 7 people
who talked after only 1 hour of
preparation.

The rest of the lower division
This
participated in impromptu.
is where the debators choose one
of two topics and speak on it for
five minutes without the benefit
students

Dr. Steele

made

a fine
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An example of this expanded interest is Humboldt State’s student
counselling center established this
year. The center’s personnel work
individually with students in problems of adjustment and evaluation.
In addition to aiding students
with
educational
problems,
the
counselling center helps students
with
vocational,
financial
and
health problems, which can directly or indirectly effect a student's
academic work.

said, “These
showing.”

ieee

Humboldt

student

Art
Pee *|

Jones has the key to the cuffs
and the locked suitcase. The pair
were told that there was additional
food

and

a change

of

clothes

in

the suitcase.
they

finally

succeed

in

the night in Arcata. Sunday morning Jones will give them return
tickets to San ternando, and the
worst of the pair’s unique experience will be consummated.

Constitution

transfer to a bus scheduled to arrive in Eureka at 8:41 p.m.

fessor Sessions.

of outside preparation.

tacting
Jones.

Francisco, where they will

in San

telling him

stupid,

the

only way they could be freed of
their handcuffs was by completion
of the trip to Arcata and by con-

When

Not all students who flunk out come. Increased awareness of the
importance of mental hygiene in
of college are lazy... .After a half-hour layover, the
Students with less than a 2.0 college is resulting in expanded continuation of the journey to Argrade point take heart, psycholo- counselling programs aimed at dis- cata will be made.

Red China. The assembly was pre-| student would do below-capacity
constantly taced with
sented in connection with the com-| work wien problem
at school, or
Nations|, parking
of United
memoration
Day and UN Week.
because
the
police
department
e288
pointedly refuses to let him drive

student body

COMPLETE
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE

body. Frater-

chapter.

acquain-

of the frater-

that

of the getting it opened, they will find
Bethe, is pledge master
iraternity and president of the as- only a collection of newspapers
sociated student body.
(several weeks old).
According
to the
“LumberAfter
contact with
Jones is
were
victims
the
jack’s” contact,
and the men are freed of
made
abducted from their homes by the their handcuffs, they will spend

School Failures Not All
Laziness, Says Professor

personal
prepare himself properly for class or to develop the must
be
r
teache
A
.
traits necessary to be a good teacher
his
with
busy
s
alway
is
he
if
but
ts,
ble to his studen

Barnholtz

to casual

is president

tances,

frat-

national

a

Nu,

Delta Sigma
ernity.

told at the inau-

of their journey

“Big Don” has been
described
as standing
weighing 200 pounds.

previously
6’2” and
He is re-

portedly

traditional

dressed

in a

striped convict’s uniform with a
serial number on the leit pocket.

“Little

Ron”

is believed

to

be

dressed in an old double-breasted
suit.
He is 5’5” and weighs about
135 pounds.

The sole provisions allowed

the

unhappy
students
for their trip
consist of $1.00 for cab fare in San
Francisco to enable them to get
to the bus depot, a large locked
suitcase, a ration of peanut butter
and a baby _ bottle
sandwiches
of
with nipple) full
(complete

Ding-dong,

ding-dong,

in

turn

ding-

gave

it

to the Comus Club.
So the bell
has returned home, much to the
joy of Comus Club members, according

to

to be held in Los Angeles to raise

money

body

hoped would be
anticipating that

every student would have a chance
to purchase the directory.
I feel

they will have a need for it sometime

as

during

it has

the

worked

school

out

year,

many

but

stu-

dents and large blocks of students,
such
as those in the
Wildlife
building have been skipped.
The
Book Store will give these students a chance to purchase the
directory.”
Sells said
that approximately

400

copies

have

been

sold.

He

anticipates an eventual sale of 1400
copies.
“They
are going at a

steady pace.

As students see the

directory’s usefulness, they buy it,”
said Sells.
The directory lists in alphabetical order all the students attend-

This year, car bumper stickers
have taken the place of the usual
pin buttons to advertise Humboldt
State's Homecoming.
The
Homecoming
Committee
come up with the idea of car
bumper stickers to avoid
button’s duplication with sim
buttons
sold
during
Lumberjack
Days.

Stickers

are

being

sold to Ar-

cata and Eureka merchants as well
as to students in promoting the
advertisement of HSC Homecoming to a greater

extent.

Activities advisor Art Dalianes
urges
students to purchase
the
stickers, not only for advertisement purposes, but for souvenirs
as

well.

The stickers are 10 cents each
and will be on sale in the bookstore

all

day

today.

Dalianes commented that there
are quite a few left, considering
the excitement and attention given

Homecoming.

ing HSC.
It gives both their permanent address and their local
address, as well as their telephone
numbers, majors, and student box
numbers in the CAC.

JONES
VARIETY

L&A
STYLE SHOP

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

ALUMS OF ’59
MEET HERE

10th and H Streets
ARCATA
Henderson Center
EUREKA

1539 G St., Arcata

for 16 football players from

crash.
The

game

giving

an

airplane

be held

Thanks-

in

killed

Poly

Cal

will

with

Fresno

State

and

Bowling Green, Ohio, (where the
plane crashed) scheduled to play.
The goal is set at $250,000 to

help the families. The

council de-

cided to send an amount of money,

with

the

amount

to

be

decided
and
stic-

Daniels introduced a method

of

presented

to

files of

council.

bills

The

file would

have

the bill number, name and who
introduced it. “This way we would
not forget what we had hanging
in the fire,” Daniels said.
Daniels also suggested that the
council approve the publication of
the Forestry Club’s “Annual Ring’
and the Congervation Unilimted’s
‘Poop Sheet’.

POVERTY

CAN BE FUN

be poor. It is an error, but it is no
to ace
It is no disgr
So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and brood and hide
it
your head in shame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty.
hap,
will
things
good
of
kinds
all
and
freely and frankly

you. Take, for instance, the case of Blossom Sigafoos.

Blossom, an impecunious freshman at an Eastern
college, was smart as a whip and round as a dumpling, and
scarcely a day went by when she didn’t get invited to a party

by her pack

Alums of ‘45
Meet Here

Blossom’s can afford

their paltry price: rich, mellow tobaccos, lovingly cured
carefully packed, and an exclusive selectrate filter. Croesus

himself could not buy a better cigarette!

However, Marlboro’s most passionate admirers—among

Denver Phillip's
Camera Shop
823 “H” STREET
The

Best in

Photographic Supplies
VA 2-3155

Stevenson.

The bell was donated by Dows
Prairie School District to the Comus Club in 1956, when it was removed from the old Dows Prairie
school house which was replaced
with a new building.
The club in
turn donated the bell to the stu-

dent

The |
school

serve as discussion group leaders.
In new business, Turner informed the council of the Mercy Bowl

the

For whom does the bell toll?
Comus
Club members,
along
with all HSC fans, are hoping the
Victory Bell will spend its fifth
homecoming
anniversary
tolling
for HSC touchdowns.
The Victory Bell which will be
making its fifth appearance at a
homecoming game tomorrow night
will be representing both the old
and the new.
It is new in that it
has just had a facelifting.
Last
week
John
McKnight
and
Bob
Stevenson,
president
and_
vice
president of the Comus Club, repainted the ball giving it a coat of
Bronze automaotive paint — 1962
Cadillac Bronze.
The Victory Bell will be representing the old, in that it has just
recently been returned to its original home.
Until a few weeks
ago the bell was in the hands of
the Circle K but they relinquished
their
responsibility to the
rally
who

high

students to college life and what
is to be expected. He also will ask
some of the council members to

keeping

..

commissioner

Feb. 22.

introduces

conference

upon at Tuesday’s meeting,
put up jars with Mercy Bowl
kers on them.

Victory Bell
Rings During
Football Games
dong.

FROM

(CONTINUEO

ference on campus

!)

PAGE

he had
“I was

in

1957

in memory

a

The

Don Smith.
.
Smith, who lost his life in July
1957,
in an
auto-logging
truck
accident
near Blue Lake,
was
elected ASB
treasurer for 1957,
an office which he never was able
to fill.
The bell, which is 85 years old.
is used for rallies, parades, and
half-time
activiteis, as
well as
tolling the scores at the football
games.
It is not used during basketball season because it isn’t allowed on the floor.
The only cost entailed in keeping the bell is that of replacing its
frame and stand.
This has been
done five times since its birth as
HSC’s Victory Bell at a cost of
about $300.
The cost is so high
because of the quality of lumber
needed to support its 600-pound
body.
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A

Then one day came a phone call from an intelligent sopho-

more named Tom O’Shanter at a nearby men’s college. “Blossom,” said Tom, “I want you to come down next week for the

barley festival, and I won’t take no for an answer.”
”
said Blossom.
“No,
“Foolish girl,” said Tom gently. “I know why you refuse

me.

ALUMS

4

“dacht thesheis toe.?

While Downtown
Drop Into

of

ts

It is because you are poor, isn’t it?”

“Yes,” said Blossom.
a hard“J will send you a railroad ticket,” said Tom. “Also
boiled egg in case you get hungry on the train.”
g said Blossom.
to wear,”
I have nothin
“But

, “I will send you one suit of cashmere, two gowns
Tom
of lace, three slacks of velvet, four shoes of calf, five socks of
nylon, and a partridge in a pear tree.”
“That is most kind,” said Blossom, “but I fear I cannot
dance and enjoy myself while back home my poor lame brother
Tiny Tim lies abed.”
him to Mayo Brothers and put it on my tab,” said Tom.
‘ou are terribly decent,” said Blossom, “but I cannes
party because all the other girls at the party
is but
my father ,
and lies
distinguished fami
ter.”
umble
will buy him Yosemite,” said Tom.
‘ou have a great heart,” said Blossom. ‘Hold the phone
I ask our wise and kindly old Dean of Women whetherit
gifts.”
for me to accept all these
went forthwith and asked the Dean of Women, and the
laid her wise and kindly old hand on Blossom’s
, “Child, let not false pride rob you of happiness.
from Tom.”
, Wise and Kindly,” breathed Blossom,
tears into the Dean’s reticule. “I must rum
Ee

the information needed ‘to till their respe
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The relationship between teaching and

question on this campus.
important

State

on sale in the Book Store this
week. A need developed for students
to have fixed
locations
where they could purchase it, according to Ron Sells, the directory's compiler.
Sells said his method of having
roving student salesmen distribute
the directory was working fine,
but the salesmen would often give
priority to their studies, rather

g

as pri ”
It also lists abs
work, professional
and public service.
compe tence and activity, and Universityother
activities is an

The student Directory of Humboldt

i:

not necessarily 2
ix C of the Faculty
Div: sity.’°’
is @ primary activity of the Univer
mary activities: resear ch and creative

Homecoming
Car Stickers
Now
on Sale

Student Directory
On Sale in College
Book Store Today

.

Pal, Wor.
1 1988

Green, Gold Key Honors
Outstanding Students

umboldt’s History Leaves
Many Questions Unanswered
Staff Writer
many presidents

Humboldt State has e unique method ef
end
who are outstandingin

1924: Dr. Ralph W. Swetman riculum added to the two-yea
program.
cupational
Humboldt had since its origin?” became president.
Wildlife Management
1955:
DeArts
of
Bachelor
First
1926:
rebeen
“Has Humboldt always
May 7th. Building occupied.
ferred to as Humboldt State Col- gree was conferred on
1956: Master of Science degree
became
Gist
S.
Arthur
1930:
Bow!
od
Redwo
was
“When
lege?”
in Wildlife Management
offered
GymnasWomen’s
the
president;
”
constructed?
!
es.
Fisheri
and
Libfirst
the
completed;
was
These questions, plus continuous ium
Wildfor
es
faciliti
r
Outdoo
1957:
authwere
streams of more, are often asked eral Arts curriculums
Home
- t
life Management, the Ar
of Humboldt State's development. orized.
g, the Music
Buildin
ics
Econom
1933:
The
College
Elementary
Of interest to all students but
Building, the Men’s Gymnasium
missed by most, an outline of the School was completed.
dthe Home Management Cotan
1935:
The
name
was
changed
to
right
le
availab
historical events are
were occupied.
tage
authoriCollege;
State
Humboldt
in the college manual.
1958: First Master of Arts Dezation
given
to
grant
the
Bachelor
preare
ghts
highli
only
Here,
of Arts Degree in the Liberal Arts. grees in Liberal Arts fields authsented, but further information is
1937: Bachelor of Education de- orized.
available at the College Library
1959: The following were occu-'
gree
authorized.
further
to
like
would
for those that
Administration Business Edpied:
1940:
Nelson
Hall
was
completsatisfy their interests.
Building, Speech Artsucation
ed,
the
first
permanent
residence
June 16, 1913: Humboldt State
Building, Field House,
rium
Audito
hall on a state college campus.
Norma! School was established by
Sunset Hall, Redwood |
rium,
Natato
1946:
Redwood
Hall
was
comaction of the California Legisla
Hall.
pleted.
ture. The first president was Nel1960: The college was accredited
1950: Jenkins Hall (Industrial
son B. Van Matre; a local board
a five-year period by the Wesfor
Arts
Building)
was
completed
and
Gov.
of trustees was appointed by
College Association and the
tern
dedicated.
The
first
Master
of
Arts
Hiram Johnson.
The
Board of Education.
State
Degrees
were
conferred.
Dr.
Corbegan
ction
Instru
April 6, 1914:
Cafeteria
and
ng
Buildi
Health
nelius
H.
Siemens
became
presiin the Arcata Grammar School
were occupied.
dent.
Building.
1961: Wait and see!
1953: Library, Biological Science
May 26, 1915: First commence-

“How

has

15 candidates

ment was held, with
receiving diplomas.

Jan. 1, 1916: College moved to
temporary buildings on its perma-

Degree

in education

were
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NOW THRU SAT., NOV. 11
2 BRANDO HITS
Marlon

BRANDO

MARLON

BRANDO

Sun. thru Thurs. Nov. 14
‘The Most Diabolical
Classic of All Time!

Entertainment

for Adults

15
Only

THE HAPPY STREETWALKER OF PIRAEUS
Mernina

Mercouri

“Never
PLUS
“The Captain’s

history

common

sense,

and

go

back

16 years,

we

of an

Theater

last

word

A committee of local administraNew members are generally ad-|
college personnel will mitted during the school year, in
the women during their grief public ceremonies, at Homecoming, just before the coronation of
Siemens will give a the Homecoming Queen, and durwelcoming
speech at 8 a.m. in the ing the Sweetheart Ball, in FebStudio Theatre. From 8:15 until ruary. Their records are read and
8:45, an orientation session, guided they receive black gowns and gold
by Oden W. Hansen for elemen- keys of the honoraries.
tary education, and Patrick McThe primary function of the
Glynn, coordinator of secondary groups, besides confering honors,
education at Humboldt, will be is to act as a student classification
given the educators before their committee, which is advisory to
visits to local schools.
the president.
Beginning at 8:45 until noon,
and again from 1 p.m. until 3, the
group will be dispersed among

local schools

Europe. Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, Poland, a part of Germany,
Rumania, Bulgria, Albania, Yugo-

Tanganyika,

is a rare

ers.

One

million

people

ir

Arcaia

Laundromat
SPECIAL

Alums of ‘47

‘negotiations at the right time and}
in the right atmosphere—free from
ultimatums and the pressures of
“rocket-blackmail diplomacy” — to,
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Falor’s
Pharmacy
North Arcata - VA 32-2026
Near Gollege

For All Your
HEALTH NEEDS
9 a. m. to 9p. m. Bvery Dey

Rhodesia,

Nigeria.
A dinner at the Baywood
try Club, sponsored

Rotary

Coun-

by the Arcata

Club, wil climax the visit.

Delia Sigs Hold
Pinning Oct. 26

tran-

in the U.S.

Southern

Northern Rhodesia, Nyasaland and

quilizer, is not the magic word for

him to relax more,” said Dr. Bow-

the

for observation.

African countries represented by
the group
are
Liberia,
Ghana,
Sierra
Leone,
Kenya,
Zanzibar,

for a princess in

man. This does not mean that we slavia and Hungary fell under the are psychotic or mentally ill to the
are predestined to increasing wis- Comunist rule and Berlin exper- greatest degree, according to Bowdom—heir of all ages, in the fore- ienced a partitioning that could |ers. “Today’s state hospitals are
‘most files of times, for we have only lead to the direst of difficul- overcrowded and the whole probin our own generation been sav- ties. Ever since July 17, 1953, and lem of mental illness is a difficult
and cruel, and since the Hungarian revolt of 1956, one to deal with.”
age, destructive,
have by our own blind unwisdom it has been clear that isolated upAnother big problem is the large
invited black doom to overhang us. rising, restricted to a few towns | amount of mentally unstable peoNo matter how wise we the peo- or limited national regions will be ple out on the street and driving
quelled by the Kremlin in the,
| ple of this planet were or will be,
cars, said Bowers. Suicide and debloodiest manner.
again
writing
‘we have repeated
linquency are both becoming bigMany
questions
arise
here
—|
land again the monumental pages
|ger problems.
of history with the bloodshed of whether the Soviet Union’s policy
Bowers concluded by saying the
millions of innocents who were the of supression will not some day state is doing its best to help the
|spur
a
general
revolt
behind
the
victims of other’s wrath.
mentally ill. Presently one out of
We have a policy of saying that Iron Curtain, a revolt in which not five working for the the state is
only Germans and Hungarians will | in the field of mental hygiene.
history repeats itself rather than
we repeat history. Once I watched ' participate, but Poles, Czechs, Rumanians,
Bulgarians and Alban- secure a just, peaceful settlement
a strange moment on television—
|
ians? Does anyone believe that the | on worldly problems.
the face of Adolf Eichmann that
If the United States is flexible
| seemed to have grown more and Russians stand solidly behind the
in its tactics and firm in its prin;more dried and wizened. Abruptly Kremlin?
If the Berlin question is sub- ciples it cannot only liberate Gerthe scene shifted to Berlin. Disconcerted, we were faced with the mitted to the UN, it will give all mans, Poles, Hungarians and othand delegates another ers, but also millions of people
tanks and uniforms at the Bran- members
denburg Gate—the split in the Ger- chance for making fruitless speech- who are worst under western coloman capital and the cleavage of es, apeals and demonstrations. Fin- nialism in Africa, Asia and the
the nation. And then something ally, on voting the issue — the Americas. The United States, in
|became crystal-clear, what is hap- Kremlin will be supported by its the interest of peace should be
to make
any
concession
| pening now, is happening not only , satellites and condemned by the ready
| because the other things happened Westerns. Neutrals or unaligned which does not violate the princi| —the same thing is happening once will be readers, writers, listeners ple of self-determination, and it
or spectators in the same boat be- must absolutely reject any concesmore on German soil.
cause Western block itself is not sion which would violate this.
If we turn a few pages of our { ready to give its colonies a chance
It would be suicidal short-sightof self-determination.
edness for the nation to turn its
America is the strongest nation back on the principle of self-deterjin the world not only militarily, | mination. Such a betrayal of prinat most,
give the
|but politically, economically and ciple would,
; psychologically. It has the poten- world a couple of years of Mun| tial of exercising a policy of non- ich-like peace to be followed by
alignment which your “great hon- an atomic holocaust far more inorable father George Washington” | fernal than that of World War II.
| followed in the late 18th century. | In that thermonuclear war, even
' the shelters of any sort will be use|
It is human to want peace as
less except extending one’s life to
well as freedom. But what kind
a point where he suffers and dies
‘of peace? Freedom loving people
of starvation. Just like a chicken
BRING IN 12 POUNDS
lof every race, region and religion|
and how you like it—fried on the
can never accept the peace of slav-OF LAUNDRY — GET
fire or baked in an oven.
|ery, the peace of the prison or ”
ONE SHIRT IRONED
| cemetery. All that people want is
| peace with freedom. It is my per‘sonal view that American people |
and their government want honest |

776 18th STREET
(Next to the Keg)

SELECT NOW

in Sequoia

had a policy that gave Stalin a the mentally ill.
“Tranquilizers don’t change the
free hand in Central and East
patient’s problem, they just allow

FREE!

on Sunday”

the guest speaker

assembly
Monday.

a fairy tale, Reserpine, a new

"The Pit and |
the Pendulum”
STARTS WED., NOV.
4 BIG DAYS!

giene was

the magic

ing our

MAX & JIMS
Shell Service

One Million Are
Mentally ll
Says Dr. Bower

committee. The active memulty
bers of both groups then choose
those to be admitted from the candidates.

Dr. Bowers’ topic was “Rumpelstilskin and Reserpine’. He pointed
out that while Rumpelstilskin was

The teacher of common sense is
wisdom. Wisdom is always availbut a man capable of receivauthor- able,
ing it, and then, by little amount,
capable of amending and improv-

Bell;

1940,

Hornbrooks;

1942, DeFino Jewelry;
Brizard Inc.; 1944, Ben
administrator.
The college must now wait oaly
for the state legislature to approve
fund appropriations to begin actual
construction. The legislature will
decide on this item next year, according to Dr. Matsler.
Meanwhile, the college will continue to work with the state division of architecture in drawing up
preliminary plans for the buildings,
and begin negotiations for the purchase of the land.
The laboratory will be a research
center for the study of all marine
biology,
oceanography
and _ research into local sea conditions,
according to Dr. Ernest Salo, associate fisheries professor.

Delta

Sigma

Phi fraternity

held

a formal pledge pinning ceremony
on

Oct.

26. The

nifies the
cluded

event, which

sig-

start of pledgeship,

seven

prospective

in-

members

for Fall 1961.
The new pledges include: Chuck
Freitas,

sophomore

forest

man-

agement major from Los Angeles;
Galen Demello, Eureka sophomore
majoring in business administration; Dennis Giacone, business ad-

ministration

sophomore

from

Eu-

reka; Dave Rosgen, Moscow, Idaho sophomore majoring in forest
management; Rick Stromberg, Arcata junior majoring in industrial

arts; John
Warren,
sophomore
physics-chemistry major from Arcata;

and

Cliff

administration
Eureka.
First
began

Williams,

sophomore

Lumberjack
in

business

from

Greek Chapters

Holding
Open
House Sunday

present members are Ross
Sts:
nen, 5te Rawlinson, Mike
Walker,
‘icia Sanderson, Judith Warren, Joan Iverson, and
Lynn Ricker.
This year new members will be

chosen at Homecoming as in prev-

ious

years.

All
Set For
Homecoming will not be without representation at Humboldt
State's Delta Kappa chapter of
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity. Several activities are scheduled and
include a float in the Homecomparade,

and

buffet,

an

alumni

reception

- game
after

an

and

1946,

Arcata

1943, A.
Franklin;

Stationers;

low;
1956,

1957,

1955, Jones Variety
Graves Department

White

House

of

One

of the

most

unique

quoia, transplanted from the interior of China.

party.

Along
| izations,

with other school orgnthe Delta Sigs will dis-

play a float in the Homecoming
The Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity ‘parade. In relation to the main
and the Delta Zeta Sorority will i theme of the parade, “Tell Me A
hold open house this Sunday as a Story,” the fraternity will present

“Mother Goose.”
An alumni reception and buffet
House at 9th and D Streets in will be held at the chapter house
Arcata will be held from 2-4 on from 3-5, Saturday afternoon. All
Sunday afternoon. The Delta Zeta chapter graduates and their dates

Homecoming event.
Open house at the

Delta

Zeta

Mothers Club will provide refreshments for the affair and the girls
will conduct tours of the house.
Everyone and anyone is invited.

The Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity
will hold open house for all Delta
Sigma
guests.

held
and

Phi
The

from

Alumni
and_
their
open house will be

3-5

Sunday

afternoon

rong

will include a buffet dinner.

will

attend,

as

well

graduate members.

as

all

under-

A big turnout

to Delta
is expected according
Sigma Phi president, Al Snarski.

Also included

is a chapter

par-

ty. To be held at the Danish Hall
in Arcata, it is scheduled to begin

immediately

following

the

game.

Again, all alumni and members and
their dates will attend.

Train’ on

WELCOME
“BACK
ALUMS OF ’41

FOR YOUR
EVERYDAY
GAME OF LIFE

CARL HORN
people will need telephone
service in Illinois by 1970? How many more telephone buildings should be built, how much more
equipment ordered? Helping to find the right
answers (because the wrong ones could be very expensive) is the job of Carl Horn, a telephone company economist who graduated from college just last
year. His studies and estimates help management

plant-

ings is a rare and almost extinct
species of redwood, the Meta-se-

THE BELL TELEPHONE
COMPANIES SALUTE
more

Arcata;

both Falors Pharmacy and Hutchin’s Grocery are located in North
Arcata.

publication

many

Store;
Store;

1958, Falors Pharmacy; 1960, Hutchin’s Grocery; and 1961, Hotel

1931.

How

1949,

Ned’s Men’s Wear; 1952, Pierce’s
Stationery; 1954, Seely and Tit-

Arcata.
All the above stores are located
either on the plaza or on “G” or
“H” streets with the exception of
Seely and Titlow, Falors Pharmacy and Hutchin’s Grocery. Seely
and Titlow is on “I” street, while

Delta Sigma

ing

ELLE)

As Humboldt State alumni return to campus this weekend, there
will be several rallying points at
Arcata stores where
downtown
they may get together. These “rallying points,” each with a specific
graduate year, will be open all day.
Included are 16 stores and their
respective graduate years: 1938,
Freddie Slack Insurance;
1939,
Dinner

Dr. Eli Bower of the California
State Department of Mental Hy-

nent site of 51 acres, donated by
William A. Preston and the Union
Water Company.
appropriated
Legislature
1917:
$245,000 for the construction of
Founders Hall.
to
changed
was
Name
1921:
Humboldt State Teachers College
and control was transferred to the
State Board of Education. Three
and
curriculums
four-year
and
granting of the Bachelor of Arts
ized.

poo
tna Guid
Ueven
the
'Stuavanip
o
i
c
sip qrocmnantn
onoraries.

1922; Founders Hall was com- and Corporation Buildings were
occupied. Forestry-Lumbering curpleted and occupied.
r oc-

OBERDORF

By BARBARA

TE
a

make important forecasting decisions. Decisions that
will bring advanced communications to the nation.
Carl Horn of Illinois Bell Telephone Company,
and other young men like him in Bell Telephone
Companies, help make your telephone and communications service the finest in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE

COMPANIES

Pet, How th 1008

Page

Homecoming Attraction
Set For This Weekend

Construction Evolution Commenced

In 1921 At Humboldt State College

By KAREN LEE
Staff Writer

on the second floor, It was com- built at a cost of $1,536,300 plus
an additional $500,000 for equippleted in July of 1959.
Another
impressive
structure ment.
On the southern-most part of
that was completed in the fall of
1959 is the language arts building. the campus a new educationalBesides having complete facilities psychology building is being confor speech and journalism stu- structed. This $830,000 structure
dents, it also boasts the beautiful will have two stories and cover
Sequoia Theater. This 800-seat 24,932 square feet. It will insclude
theater has been lauded by many ten lecture rooms, 19 offices, a
sources for its excellence and child study and observation cenbeauty. Also included is an exten- ter as well as facilities for animal
sive radio-television section with experiments. It is slated for comthe latest facilities.
The school pletion by Fall, 1962.
radio station, KHSC-FM, broadThe forestry department
will
casts from here.
also have a new building. ForThe new students health unit merly operating in the wildlife
was completed by early 1960 and management building, the departopened on April 1 of that year. ment will move into a new two
This $152,000 structure boasts the story $500,000 structure. It also
in the latest in medical equipment and
5,000 students
modating
will be ready by Fall, 1962.
buildings
the
all
1970’s, includes
methods and processes many stuThe new library being construcas
well
recently completed, as
dents in a day.
ted south of the administrationthose under construction at the
The building located in front of business building represents one of
present time or planned for the Founders
Hall was
completed
future. All told, these new build- somewhat later than the rest be- the biggest investments in Humings, which in the final analysis cause of a steel strike. This struc- boldt State College. The price tab
will cost millions of dollars, will ture includes the cafeteria (at a ior this building will be $1,300,000.
increase twofold the total floor cost of $004,000) and the ASB It was originally planned to add
space of the school. It will in- bookstore (with a $50,000 tab). two additions to the old library,
crease the permanent buildings on Ihe cafeteria is able to serve many but its inconvenient location plus
fear it would not accommodate a
campus to 25.
students per day in its modern
Under the “Master Plan” the facilities. Lhe bookstore, located sutficient number of the student
to be completed below the cafeteria, is also very body caused this idea to be changfirst buildings
ed. The new
library will cover

Teachers College. Under this the
oldest permanent building of the
campus was erected in 1922. This
“I’m lost om my own campus.”
was Founders Hall. Nelson Hall
be
will
that
t
commen
a
That’s
the next permanent building
was
Humwhen
voiced many-a-time
built in 1940. Jenkins Hall
was
and
boldt State alumni return to the
(Industrial Arts Building) was
no
is
It
.
weekend
this
campus
built in 1950. The present library,
wonder either with all the con- biology-science
corporation
and
struction that has (and is) gone
d in 1953.
complete
were
buildings
on in the past five years and for
were soon foles
structur
These
would
it
alumni
the benefit of the
lowed by the Wildlife-Fisheries
be good to review what has hapwhich was built in 1955.
building
pened to the campus in their years
Dr. Siemens, presiunder
hisThen
little
a
as
of absense, as well
s buildtory of the whole HSC construc- dent of HSC, an ambitiou
ing program was launched in 1957
tion growth.
the Masevolution of under what is known as
The construction
This plan, which
Unit.
Plan
ter
1921
to
back
dates
State
Humboldt
the ultimate goal of accomwhen the Normal School, which has

By MIKE BERRY
Staff Writer

had been
changed

a

established in 1913, was
State
Humboldt
to

| Bassmussen’s
Men's Wear
FOR THE
IN CAMPUS
OPEN

BEST
STYLES

EVENINGS

HENDERSON

CENTER

home

For Fine Food
—
Open evenings till 12
Friday
and Saturday
"till 1:00 a. m.

JILL‘’S
Drive-In
18th
& G

=
Alums of ‘50
Meet Here
Barnes Drug

“ON THE PLAZA”
You will find all of
your cosmetic needs

building,

economics

the

the

building,

They

State.

provide

better

facilities as well as the opportunity

to offer more programs.

The second phase of building
and _ included
then started
was
seven projects totaling over $6,000,000 in new construction. The
athletic field house was one of the
buildings scheduled in this project.
This building, which can only be
described as mammoth, is one of
the few of its kind in the nation.
A 50 foot high roof covers an area
one-half the size of a football field.

It

has

nine

wood

girders,

each

weighing 12 tons and 226 feet in
length. It is used for many sports
activity to
athletic
enables
and
proceed uninterrupted in the rainy
season.

The natorium is another project
that was included on this phase ot
the program. This new pool, 75x42
for classes in
feet, was opened
February of 1959. It enables the
physical education department to
greatly expand the swimming profield
the
with
Together
gram.
house these two projects represent
a $561,150 investment.
business
The administration
building was also under construction at this time. A three story
building was also under construcfrom
across
located
structure,
Nelson Hall, it includes administrative offices in the upper floor
and the basement (IBM machines
here) and the business department

Revion

modernistic and enables the stati
to display more items.
Last, but not ieast, among the
newly completed buildings are the

residence halls. Keeping up with
the tradition of progressive hous-

ing at HsC (Humboldt was the
first state college to have on campus housing),
these
two
struc-

tures

have

been

in operation

for

two years now. Both structures,
Redwood Hall for boys and Sunset Hall for girls, can accommodate over 40U students. ‘hese two
structures, as well as the others
mentioned above, were dedicated
on May 12, 1960.
There are also several projects
under way at the present time.
included
are tive
structures: 4
science addition, an education-psychology building, a forestry building, a library and a new greenhouse.

The

science

last stages

addition

is

in

of construction.

its

This

structure, which
will handle all
the physicial sciences,
is being

Nurses Club
Holds Fund
Raising Drive

Arden
Max Factor
And Others
Lipstick - Polish - Mascara
Eye Shadow, Etc.

Barnes Drug

HUTCHINS
GROCERY
ee
os
1644 G Street
North Arcata
Open 9 a.m.to 9 p.m.

Welcome Alums of HSC

a Christmas project for the patients
at Mendocino State Hospital.
Information for a drawing on

a

Monbroellifl
Arcata’s Fashion

Corner

Nov. 30, is available from any
member.
Officers for this year are Carolyn York, president; Kay Leet,
vice president; Sue Smith, treasurer; Grace Northrup, recording
secretary; Duyna Sleater, corresponding secretary; and Lynn Mills,
ICS representative. Helen Allen,
coordinator of nursing, is the adviser of the club.
Any nursing major is eligible for
membership and upon joining becomes a member of the District
Nurse’s Association, the Student
Nurse’s Association of California!
an dthe National Student Nurse’s
| Association, Inc.
The purpose of the club, according ot Miss York, is to establish
closer relationships among HSC!
student nurses, to participate in
the District Student Nurse’s As;sociation, to plan and implement

| student

nurse

recruitment

in this

(area, and to prepare the students
to take their places, before and}
after graduation, in the larger professional nursing organization.

Visit

Jack-Cyn Acres
North

St.

Arcata

Phone
VA 2-1791

flat: fun and fashion

on the move in bright,
bold autumn colors.

cafeteria

Olds,

manager,

a

buffet

dinner

to the campus

where

a bon-

charge

of

and

back

be

fire and rally will be held in back jstore

each

75 cents

Arcata
which will be held in the cafeteria heartedly
from 4 to 6 p.m.
ing. They
A conga line will form at 7 p.m. jstores as
in the Plaza and then wind its way past HSC

placed

without.

merchants are wholesupporting Homecomhave provided their
meeting places for the
classes. A register will

in

each

participating

LUBRICATION

Radio-TV Guild
Holds Ist Meet

'|1007 G St.

— GREEN

10th AND H

ISACKSON
MOTORS
Ford
Mercury
Falcon
Comet
nee, Sew
A-1 Used

6th & I

|Tau

ALUMS...
Meet your old buddies and
renew your favorite college pasttime

THE KEE

Grady says: “Our draft isn’t like Uncle Sam’s”

Pizzas To Go - - - VA 2-7885
Jack Johnson Trio Friday and Saturday

Float; Arcata

Floor Float; Industrial Arts Float;
Merchants
Downtown
Arcata
Float; Eureka High Band; Phoenix Club Car.
The parade will disband again
Eureka and travel singularly

back

VA 2-2961

Epsilon

Float; I.K. Float; Delta Sigma |
| Phi Float; Business Club Float; |
| Spur Float; Redwood Hall 2nd |

in

Cars

Kappa

High
Band;
S.C. T. A.
Float;
Freshman Class Float; Music De- |
|partment
Float;
Newman
Club

VA 28878

Cleaners

DeLuxe

At Student Assembly Homecoming
Sees Floats, .
Bands at Parade

ae.

Cover Gul

Encountered By Chairmen

in

SMITTY'S

= |

this pace setting

TV Butterflies Is Problem

Robert

is

so alumni
can
see what
of the Redwood Bow! bleachers by | classmates are in attendance and
the Field House. The HSC rally where they are staying.
committee and the freshman class,
Following the parade on SaturThe under the chairmanship of Karen day there will be a short merchantThe election of Homecoming Queen?
28,818 square feet
and_
include
The parade?
three stories. Unlike the present bonfire rally?
Which of these would you guess caused the McDonald, are sponsoring the ral- sponsored band concert and variety show in the Plaza. Pizza and
library, which will be converted greatest problems for Homecoming chairmen Lewis Karsten- ly and bonfire.
into classrooms
when
the new
|hot
dogs will be sold.
The
men’s
gym
will
be
completerg?!
Stromb
sson and Rick
one is completed, there will be
ely converted into a tropical paranone
n,
chairme
the
to
ng
Accordi
main
sections’ for the different
dise to carry out the Hawaiian
With the beginning of fall, KolThe
H.S.C.
library
contains
fields oi study (i.e. Social Sciences, of them!
ding was unable to continue as theme of the dance beginning toetc.) and provide a more convenThe most horrifying and funiest chairman, and Karstensson was se- night at 9. Under the direction of over 75,000 volumes.
ient access to books.
experience encountered during lected to replace him, and Strom- Nancy Mendes, a group of girls
There is also a new green-house their chairmenship was last week’s berg was named co-chairman. The selected on a basis of activities
being built at the present time. TV appearance. The Homecoming more specific Homecoming plans; records is doing the decorating to
This $33,000 building is to be lo- committee appeared on channel 3 began to take shape as the Home- make this transition from gym to
cated east of the “home-ec” build- last week in an effort to publicise coming committee began at the tropics. Prices for admission are
activities and the first of the semester to hold week- 25 cents per person with ASB
Homecoming
ing.
cards and 50 cents without.
butterflies that re- ly meetings.
and
n
confusio
Two more
buildings
are also
greatest
the
constituted
sulted
At 9 a.m. Sat., the Spurs’ Breakson,
Karstens
a senior, is a socbeing planned for future construcproblem faced by the chairmen.
ial science major. He served on last fast will be held in the Campus
tion. ‘hese are the marine fishAccording
to Karstensson, all year’s Homecoming committee and Activities Center. This breakfast
eries lab, to be located at Trinidad Cove. It will be started some- the problems that had to be met was co-chairman for Lumberjack is for all past and present members
of Spurs.
committee Days last spring.
time in July of 1962. The child by the Homecoming
Sromberg, a junior, is an indusParade time is noon Saturday.
care center will be used for the this year centered around the cenThe trial arts major and has served on The fifteen floats, five foot units,
nursing and home economics de- tral problem of organization.
Camp
committee
for and cars of dignitaries will start
problems were met and solved be- the Frosh
partments.
in North Arcata, proceed down G
New buildings completed, being cause, as Karstensson said, “I had two years.
WHEEL BALANCING
street, and go around the Plaza.
a
very
competent
committee
to
completed or planned for the fuFrom Arcata the parade will move |
MINOR TUNE UPS
work
with.”
ture dominate a big part of the
to Eureka.
activities here at HSC.
Alumni,
Plans for this year’s HomecomFree Pickup
The alumni banquet begins with
even though they will be sorry to ing began in April last year.
At
a cocktail hour at 4:30 in the Eusee old structures like the Coop that time Bud Kolding was apand Delivery
reka Inn, followed by dinner at
and the old Redwood Hall gone, pointed chairman of the Homewill, we hope, be pleased by this coming
The first meeting of the 1961 5:45.
committee.
Preliminary
progress of California’s northern- events, communications and “red Radio-Television Guild was held
Kick-off time for the HSC-Uni- |
most state college.
tape” had to be cut at this time, in the television studio Nov. 1. The
before the beginning of the fall group functions as a talent pool
and workshop in radio and televi| semester.
sion for interested HSC students.
The general objective is to promote interest and participation in
| radio-television productions in the
Mortimer M. Caplin, U.S. Comcampus facility. According to Termissioner
of
Internal
Revenue,
Free Pickup and Delivery at Dorms
|ry Wakeman, plans of the group
spoke at a student assembly, Wedinclude
a
radio
drama _ before
on Monday and Friday
nesday, 3 p.m., in Sequoia Theater.
Christmas vacation and a circuit
Caplin was appointed to his prestroupe of HSC members in radio
ent post early this year and took
drama presentations to local high
The
Homecoming
Parade
incluoffice Feb. 7.
schools.
ding
33
floats
and
bands
will
start
He
received
his B.A.
degree
John Rawlinson is writing a confrom the University of Virginia through Arcata at twelve tomor- stitution for the Guild.
row.
The
parade
will
start
formain 1937, where he was a member
“It is an auxiliary to classroom
tion in Jill’s Drive Inn in North
of Phi Beta Kappa scholastic frawork. There are opportunities for
Copraigut © 1961, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY. COCA-COLA AND COKE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS
ternity and graduated
with
the Arcata at 10:30 a.m. and judging , students not enrolled in radio-TV
will
start
at
11:30.
The
parade
will
|
highest
undergraduate
scholastic
classes to prepare radio dramas
begin to move through downtown
record in the history of the Uniand broadcast special events along
The parade
versity. While attending the Uni- Arcata at 12 noon.
with those in the classes,” says
will then move to Eureka in caraversity’s law school, he was ediRawlinson.
van with a California Highway
tor of the “Virginia Law Review”.
The next meeting of the Guild
Patrol escort.
will be Nov. 15. Mr. George GoodSince 1950 he has been a partner
The parade order will be as fol- rich, adviser to the group, urges
in a Virginia law firm and professor of law at the University of lows: Color Guard; Grand Mar- all interested persons to attend.
Virginia. Two prominent students shall, Hall of Fame, Mr. Branstet- | The Guild’s activities will climax
-who attended classes under him ter; HSC Band; ASB President; in the spring with a banquet and
Chairman and Co- award presentations to outstanding
are Robert Kennedy, and his bro- Homecoming
Chairman; Homecoming Commit- | performers in the productions.
ther Theodore Kennedy.
tee; Miss Eureka; Miss Humboldt; |
Victory Bell; Rally Club; Fire En- |
The Sequoia Theater seats 816
Humboldt State Normal School gine; Alumni Band; Antique Car; |
people,
375 on the lower floor.
Forestry
Club
Float;
Conservawas established on June 16, 1913.
tion Unlimited
Float;
Redwood
Hall Float; Comus
Club
Float;

AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE

FOR ALL YOUR
FLORAL NEEDS

1166 H

OVER THESE TEST PAPERS —1'D SAY SOM:OF

LOOKING
OU COULD WELL AFFORD TO PAY NORE RENTON i cLASE.”

Commissioner Speaks

Members of the Student Nurses
organization are trying to raise
money for various projects, among
which
are assisting
with
craft
classes at local nursing homes and

clock-radio which is to be held on

DuBarry

ARCATA

art-

men’s gym and the home manageadditions,
These
cottage.
ment
completed by Fall 1957, represented quite an advancement to Hum-

boldt

It’s JILL'S

Music

the

were

| versity of Nevada football game
At
is 8 p.m. in Redwood Bowl.
half time the HSC band and the
alumni band will perform. Presented at this time will be the
candidates
Queen
Homecoming
Strom-|
Rick
and
sson, chairman,
ter.
Bramstet
Clifton
J.
and
has worked
berg, co-chairman,
“Adventures in Paradise” is the
hard to make this a memorable
event for HSC alumni and stu- theme for the Homecoming dance
held in the men’s gym following
dents.
Starting the three days of events the football game. Sharon Davthat
is the variety show this afternoon enport, chairman,
Anne the Queen and her court will again
at 1 in Sequoia Theater.
Pierson, chairman, reports that be presented, and parade trophys
Don Westlake will be master of awarded by parade chairman Gary
ceremonies for the show which will Peterson. Admission prices are 50
include musical numbers, gymnas- cents per person with ASB cards
tics, monologues, and something and 75 cents per person without.
Breakfast for Green and Gold
different in the form of an art
show with lights.
Key members will be Sunday at
Coronation of the Homecoming 10 a.m. at the Baywood Country
Queen will also take place at the Club.
variety show, as will the introCar bumper stickers are on sale
duction of J. Clifton Branstetter, for 10 cents in the bookstore, and
the seventh person to be admitted the freshman class is selling mums
to HSC’s Hall of Fame.
for 50 cents each with ASB cards

Today starts Humboldt State’s
1961 Homecoming celebration. ‘The
under
committee,
Homecoming
the direction of Lewis Karsten-|

~—

STS.
PHONE

GIVEN

—

ARCATA

VA 2-2194

Arcata “Coin”
Launderette
25c
OR

Wash

10c Dry

—

WE'LL

DO

IT!

6:30 A.M. - - - 10:30 P. M.
(Next to Sunset Apt.)

835 18th 8t.

to the campus.

VA

2-2064 |
_

ALUMS OF ‘43
Register at your booth
in front of

BRIZARDS
AND RECEIVE
A FREE GIFT
“ON

THE PLAZA”

BETWEEN

BITES...

get that refreshing new feeling
+9.
with Cokel
a

The

Osee-Cain
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LUMBERJACK

Pri, Bov. 16, 186i

Nevada In For Rough Time If Last Decade Counts
in 1952 to slaughter Chico State
41-6.
This ae
oe

By NORM KAVA
Staff Writer

}

Fred

7-6 win over Chico State
when the Wildcats rallied in the | thrilling
in the 1956 homecoming contest.
second half for an 18-7 triumph.

i
yards against Chico as the
ful Lumberjack gridders
444
yards in total offense.
"Jacks Take Fifth
The fifth straight homecoming
win for HSC came two years ago
ack a stubborn Cal-Aggie squad

Ralph Mayo sparked the HSC
Fog conditions delayed the start
drive
goalward andscored the lone
If homecoming games of Hum- rival Chico until 1956,
hour
an
over
for
'S4
the
of
while Chuck
McAninch
boldt State College in the past
ts were forced to teedee,
Keith Darling and Jerry Garcea as the W
booted the crucial extra point.
decade are any indication of what's were HSC’s big guns against the stop over in Crescent City.
to come Saturday night, the Wolf- Wildcats, as each
The Cal Aggies were the homepaydirt
clobbered
Lumberjacks
The
pack from the University of Nev- twice. Center Gene Me
was Sacramento State 39-6 in 1955 to coming victims in 1957 as HSC
ada is in for a rough time.
the outstanding lineman
the make it a great homecoming game came out on the long end of a
Not only have the Lumberjacks one-sided contest.
The Jacks scored 25-0 score.
for everyone.
won eight of their last ten homeHumboldt got a large measure twice in each of the first three
Quarterback Ralph Mayo passcoming encounters, but they also of revenge against the Cal Aggies
against
the
outclassed ed for 101 yards, but the big star
have won the last six (1955-1960). in 1953. Trailing 13-7 at halftime, Hornets and then coasted home.
was halfback Earl Barnum, who
Ten years ago the Cal Aggies the Jacks exploded for four secQuarterback Warren Baker had ran for 154 yards in 11 carries.
ruined HSC homecoming night by ond half TD’s and romped to a
a sensational night against Sacra- Barnum averaged 13.5 yards a try
downing the Jacks 27-13 before a 33-13 homecoming win.
mento, completing 8 of 9 aerials and had touchdown scampers of
record crowd of 5,000 at Redwood
Ray Mechals’ passing and the for 168 yards.
Fullback George 82 and 20 yards.
Bowl.
hard running of George Psaros Psaros racked up 95 yards in 14
Behind
the running of
backs
Humboldt
quarterback
Jerry touched off the second half firecarries to lead all rushers.
Marion Mayes and Earl Barnum,
Garcea threw TD strikes to Rich works.
HSC garnered an 18-0 homecomHarris and Glen Wallaces for the
HSC
Ax
Humboldt Takes Lest Loss
Humboldt regained the ax for ing win over traditional foe Chico
local two tallies.
Chico handed Humboldt State
The Lumberjacks bounced back its last homecoming loss to date the first time in four years with a State in 1958.

was the last success

IA champs

and aational runner:

ups, played host to Chico before
7,500 fans.
1
- Humboldt didn’t
the

arch-

big homecoming

as they

ran roughshod
over the Wildcats

Quarterback
Fred
Whitmire
connected on 10 of 16 passes for
136 yards and two touchdowns.
Other standouts were Cecil SteDave Littleton ran over, around | ph ens, with three TD's; defensive
and through the bewildered Ag- back Jim Walker, offensive capand fulback Ed
gies, gaining 136 yards in 20 car- tain Pete
ries.
Halfback Cecil Stephens, White, who gained 72 yards rushone
of HSC's all-time
greats,
picked up 81 yards.
Of course, past records don't
Dan Herrera
led the “Green tell the whole story, but if Nevada
Chain” and was chosen defensive is coming to the Hilltop Campus
man of the week for his efforts. with victory in mind, they'd better
to play their best
Last year, the team that was be prepared
destined to become Western NA- game.
ing.

16th Homecoming Game - - WolfHSCPack Invades Bowl
¢ UN

Humboldt, Nevada Meet

Western Conference football
o’clock when they meet the
Wolf Pack in Redwood Bowl.

The game is the highlight of the
16th Anuual Humboldt Homecoming weekend.
The Wolf Pack came into its

Humboldt State’s distance men will host the University
of Nevada cross-country team at Redwood Bowl] here tomorrow in a dual meet beginning at 12 noon.

their dual

meet

season

in prepar-

ation for the FWC
finals next
weekend.
The Wolf Pack is rated as a
sho-in for the Far Western Conference title since the meet will be
held on their home course.
The Jacks, with a 1-3 dual meet
record,
lost to the same
Chico
Wildcats that were beaten earlier
this season by the "Pack 18-38.

The

Humboldt

Harriers

opened

the season losing to San Francisco
State, came back to beat the University of California at Davis, and
then lost to Sacramento and Chico.
HSC
coach, Ford Hess, says,
“we will be happy if we can break

into the first five and place three
men in the first seven.
“I predict a new record is in the
offing. The Wolf Pack run a hilly

course

at

home

and

have

four

“LOVE IS
&

SNAP”’

sistible in my Tapers.
Don't get me wrong—
6 like it. But how
much can one man

take. Please wear
your T-K Tapers as

much ss
le and
fet me get some rest.

a

personal

dual

as

they

A tight battle for the cahmpionship of the 5 p.m. league highlights
the final week of intramural flag
football.
Circle K and Redwood Hall 2nd
floor, both with 3-0-1 records, are

knotted

with

57%

points

each.

Redwood Hall 2nd gained the spot
by dumping
the Newman
Club

(1-2-1) 30-6, and Redwood
3rd floor (0-4) 24-6.
Meanwhile, Circle K was
ning

its

only

game

of

the

Hall
winweek

from the Forestry Club (1-3) 12-0.
In other action Conservation
Unlimited (2-1-1) and the Newman
Club battled to the second tie game
of the season, 6-6. Earlier the two

top teams Circle K and Redwood
2nd played to an 18-18 tie.
The Hufs clung to their lead and

their unbeaten record (4-0) in the
4 p.m. loop by clouting Redwood
Hall Ist floor (2-2) 24-12 in an
important contest.
TKE (1-3) and Delta Sigs (2-2)
gained victories the easy way as

C8
te 7.96

—

i< TAPERS
Why Not Make
ARTHUR
JOHNSON
favorite campus

aT

ee

fine campus styles

each won by forfeit over Nelson
Hall (0-4). However the TKE’s
also came out on the losing end of
a game last week against the second place Independent “A” team
(3-1), 18-6.
Golf Starts
Nineteen men have entered the
intramural golf tournament to be
held Monday
at the Baywood
Country Club.
Competition will consist of a
one round medal play tournament.
In order to make the tournament
more equal in terms of skill, the
Calloway
Automatic
Handicap
system will be used.
Under this method, a player's
handicap is determined, after each
round, by his gross score for 18
holes and by the worst or highest
individual hole scores he has made.
If a player shoots par or better
no deductions are made. The higher the score the more the deduction.

The

Lumberjacks

FWC race into chaos.
closing

by

title

the

for

assure

can

a

out

FWC season with a victory
their
over the visitors.
However, the Pack, with a win
over the Hilltoppers, has an outside chance of a tie. The visitors
jhave a mark of 2-2 coming into
\the game, and could move into a
four-way deadlock for the FWC
championship.
The out-of-staters have defeated
Chico State for their other win

have
led the
Pack to
several
rough-shod victories.
Ketron has clocked a 9 minute
two-mile during the track season
for the conference record.
Lee, in
his first college competition posted a conference record as he bested his teammate by one second
and clocked a 14:53 on the hilly
Nevada home course against the
Wildcats.
Two
other
Nevada _ distance
men, John Barney and Truce Truman, closely followed with below
16 minute times to give the Wolf
Pack a very strong and well balanced group.
Humboldt’s 3.6 mile course record is currently held by Tim Jordan of the Sacramento State Hornets who recently clocked a 19:55
time.
Jim Mangan will lead the Lumberjacks with a season’s best of
20:34 for the course.
Teammate
Clarence
Sousa
closely
follows
Mangan with a 20:52 time.
Humboldt will also be represented by
Charles Ehlers, Eber Lusty, Steve
Runyan,
Ken
Rowley and Alex
Ells in the team scoring.

Tight League
Races Featured
In Intramurals

State

tie

14-8,

Hornets,

ramento

throwing the

Sac-

the

upending

Saturday,

own

strong, outstanding distance runners.
“This team will probably have
no trouble in capturing the FWC
cross country crown next weekend,” concluded the HSC mentor.
Freshman Ron Lee and veteran runner Doug Ketron have been
running

have been

on the un-

came off the bench in 1959 to replace the injured Dave Littlethe leading ground gainer for the Lumber-

ear. White has received Associated Press (AP)
ttle All-.
ican honorable mention, AP Little All-Coast
first team, United Press International (UPI) Little All-Coast
second team, and All-Far Western Conference first team.
_ Another

1961

Lumberjack

offensive

Jim

back,

Walker,

will be in his last Homecoming game. Walker has done the
Humboldt kicking for three years besides being a standout
on defense. Walker was All-Far Western Conference last year.
Dennis Giuntini will also be in his last Homecoming. He
has done the HSC punting for three years along with defen-

sive safety work.
Probably the most outstanding Lumberjack to perform
season tomorrow night at 8
the alumni this year for the last time is Vester Flanbefore
fired-up University of Nevada
agan. The big tackle has been drafted by the Green Bay
Packers, National League pro football team, and was named
senior Max Culp. The 170-pounder to National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
has been a standout for the ’Pack All-American second team, AP Little All-American second
baseball team, and has a habit of
AP Little All-Coast team, UPI Little All-Coast first
being at his best when meeting the
team, and All-Far Western Conference first team.

The Humboldt State Lumberjacks wrap up the 1961 Far

Homecoming Attraction
The
Harrier meet will be an
added
attraction to the
HSC
homecoming
festivities
as
the
Lumberjack
runners
close
out

out a doubt he would

bardYe : *eullba c k Ed Wh ite will
il play
his last HSC Homecoming game. The 5'8”, 205 pounder

After Upsetting Hornets

In Cross Country; Extra

Ten Humboldt football players will take part in their
last Humboldt State Homecoming game tomorrow night, i
of which were key members in the Green and Gold's gr eatest
Carlson is the only senior on the 1961 squad that
was not on the 1960 team that collected so many honors for

State

Francisco

San

to

losing

while

and the Cal Aggies.
"Pack Hit By Injuries

Dick

Trachok’s

hard

been

have

hit by injuries this year

ailments.

to

halfbacks

six

losing

gridders

But the ’Pack has found the depth
to remain a definite threat in the

FWC.

PROBABLE

STARTING

Nevada
Jim Whitaker
Bob Zuliani

Humboldt
Drew Roberts

end

Vester

tackle

Bill Daniels
Max Culp
Dick Pinion
Tony Klonakis
Rick Miles
Jack Renwick
Jerry McKinzie
Gordy Lemich
Jack Echave

Barring the recovery of one of
the six, the visitors will probably
field a backfield of Jerry McKinzie
and Gordy Lemich at halfbacks,
Jack Echave at fullback, and Jack
Renwick at quarterback.
Renwick is the 'Pack’s leading
scorer besides the number one signal caller.
For the six injured, Calvin Cam-

LINEUP

Flanagan

Al Frakes
Parker Pollock
Jack Moore
Cris Carr
Joe Siino
Monty Feekes

guard
eenter

guard

tackle
end

quarterback
halfback
halfback
fullback

Frank

John Prida, there is little possibility of seeing action Saturday.

is a 170-pound senior

McKenzie

from Stockton. He attended Stockton City College. Echave is a soph-

Buda

omore and also tips the scales at
170 pounds.
Culp Heads Line

Jim Barker
Ed White

Wolf

The

| “LI could have made a real good
By DAN McGREW
team out of those eight,” Givins |
Staff Writer
. |commented, “throw in Good (Ron) |
4-20
:
Af
‘and Taylor (Joe) and | would have
» ch Pa
it 08 a
ver- 4 tough outiit. In fact that would
61-02
the
season,
-61
ite

sion of the Humboldt State Bas- },. my first ten.”
three
are
this group
Among
ketball team can go nowhere but |
| Starters from last year. Rogers,
,
=
=e.

Head coach Franny Givins wish- who should have had his greatest
es they would go up, not only in year, Krupka, who certainly could
the won-loss column but in the jend a hand under the boards this

line

Pack

is

led

debound
out for | either the scori
candidates
only
ae
ese
both the varsity and junior varsity, jorlieng ane
with the
‘his trio, combined
Givins doesn’t have much to pick|
ith

from with four reserves back from lothers who have now departed and
last year’s team and five more up [those now on the varsity, would
from the junior varsity. The aver- | have eased Givins’ grip on his towGivins hasn’t come up with a/horses couldn't dislodge it from
as yet, _ the the nine-year mentor’s teeth.
ae
at a
ae

of
lack.
to work

Ron Good and Joe Taylor head
height makes it difficult}
a slow offense, and yet) the list of prospects with Jack Pen-

he hasn’t the speed or depth

Yee

Norman

and

to go/rod

two vetérans.

=

ef

Luria

23

7

Cc

Moe

Up from

,

ae
al
=

fear

ge

ix

Rogers,

scorer on the team
Point average was
in the Army. aie

ee

the /|Tom

See
Git
Glimpse,

Pat O'Brien, and

Hope.

Givins singled out Good as doing

with|

called

other

.

tas Ton
cicad
Mike
years, wMike
was
played two
+
ral te the Linen
ekthe biggest blow

anes en

the

the Junior

to| well and Taylor for his shooting
so far. Good and Taylor will form

saw a few

This year’s schedule

teams

and
uled

Four
year.
last
from
were dropped, one added,

games

additional

two

two

with

the

of

old

schedoppo-

nents.
The St. Mary’s Gaels were dropped,

Lumberjacks

the

jel, but as it stands, a herd of wild to them

;

age height is about 61”.

by

Miller and
Allan
Imhoff,
Gary
Frank Carrol, a veteran of several
seasons in the intramural leagues.
The Lumberjacks will play a 23game schedule plus participating
in the Chico Invitational Tourna“The
ment Dec. 27, 28, and 29.
schedule is self explanatory,” said
easy
aren’t any
“there
Givins,
ones.”

lyear; and Crichton is no slouch in changes

as =

a

72-38

and

lost

a pair

57-56,

along

with Willamette, 60-43 victors over the ‘Jacks; Pacific Lutheran,

67-60 and Chapman,

who won

67-

56 conquerors over Humboldt last
year. Alameda State is the lone

addition to the schedule.
Two additional games have been
arranged with both Southern Orcgon and Oregon Tech. Of the remaining eight the Lumberjacks
‘won

over

four

of

them,

Southern

Oregon, OTI, Cal Aggies and San
Francisco State.
With only 18 players to pick
Crichton cee lew sate leone Sun’ canst yrs bet tor =
from Givins won't have much
from a year ago are working. Drew | starting center spot.
O’Brien played considerable Jun- choice on any special emphasis in
Roberts, a top reserve, also has;
any phase of the game. He indiwork committments; Jack Atwood, | ior Jack ball and Should be in the
cated he would welcome any inFour
berth.
starting
a
for
coe or ier : ans re the| battle
Brouillard was a|former H-DN performers are in terested candidates if they wish
Joe
rmy; and

the thick of the fight, Jerry Gontop notch candidate for a starting!
| salves from Ferndale, pa ~~
berth but is now working.

to turn

out.

The Lumberjacks launch their
season Dec. 1 against Southern
: ot ae oe —_ ot — at Oregon at Ashland, Or.
— one ~ of ee
Big Four
Eureka’s
because of, ler, who was on
unable to play
are
The Junior Jacks will play wheninjuries. Another promising can- Championship team that went to ever the Varsity has a game; they
in
Champions
of
Tournament
the
didate, Dana Brenner, a former
will make up their schedule as
, quit schoo! , Oakland last year.

Ron

Nelson

(6'4")

Eureka High standout

jand joined the Air Force.

and

Jim;singer,

|

Byron

Dahlen

an

With

Culp

middle

holding

of the

three

year

down

line, Jim

veteran,

the

Whitaker,

handles

one

end position. Lumberjack fans will

remember Whitaker as a running
mate to his brother when Nevada
visited

the

Green

and

Gold

two

years ago.
Rick Miles is Whitaker's running
mate

at

the

other

end

this

trip,

and these two make a pair of fine
receivers

for

Renwick.

Bill Daniels and Dick Pinion
will start at guards while Bob Zuliani and Tony Klenakis round out

the small
wall.

but

fast

"Pack

forward

e

Others out are Ghuck Ciacacio, they
go slong.

Three

of the remaining

five are standouts

on defense.

Mike Uthoff, Matt Kelley and Bill Nickols. These three form

the major part of the ‘“‘Green Chain’’

with Kelly at end,

Nieckols at tackle, and Uthoff at linebacker.
The other two seeing their last Green and Gold Homecoming action are Jim Barker and Al Frakes.
In our opinion, these two are the most overlooked players
on the squad. Frakes has played four years first string guard
for the Lumberjacks, and he is an outstanding scholar. Barker
has played the tight end for the Lumberjacks where his
outstanding blocking has gone Umnoticed.

Two others may be in their last Homecoming game. Dodd
Frasier and Al Jones have another year’s eligibility, but they

may graduate.
ee

ee

@ee*¢

¢

@¢

*

For those of you who are following our master plan, how
Humboldt can cop the FWC crown, know we are holding our
has stated he is looking forward to
own. But we really can’t say anything until the results of
the Nevada game after Humboldt’s
tomorrow’s games are in the record books.
win over Chico.
If Humboldt can defeat the University of Nevada tomorThe Lumberjacks have defeated
a FWC co-title. Sacthe Wildcats, San Francisco State, row, the Lumberjacks will be assured of
night, and
tomorrow
playing
are
Francisco
San
and
ramento
and the Cal Aggies while falling
EdiSports
Times
Humboldt
Tostado,
to Sacramento State.
one must win. Or as Al
HSC

Looking Forward

Back at HSC,

Comparing
Hilltoppers

coach Phil Sarboe

FWC
defeated

scores,
San

co 7-6 while the Gators
the "Pack 48-0. But on
hand, Nevada dumped

nets

14-8

while

the

the

Francis-

ran over
the
the

other
Hor-

capital

city

tor, pointed out, they could tie which

would

be better for

the Green and Gold.

FWC Finish In FiveWay Tie?

the Hornets were sure bets for
the championship if they could get
by the Gators. But the Wolf Pack
scramble with the possibility of a had ideas of its own and dumped
Sacramento.
ged the Aggies 20-18 while Neva- five-way tie for the crown.
Humboldt Has Edge
meets
Humboldt
da fell 36-12 to the Davis crew.
Tomorrow
As things stand now, Humboldt
San
The other common foe for both Nevada,
Sacramento meets
Aggies has the upper hand, with only one
Cal
the
and
teams is Chico. The Hilltoppers Francisco
game to play and that at home,
rolled to a 29-12 victory with a meet Chico.
Gators
the Hornets and
meet while
week the Aggies
fourth quarter splurge. The 'Pack
Next
Francisco must play twice more.
San
and
eased to 27-6 over the ’Cats.
Sacramento
The Gators have only to get by
The Lumberjacks put forth a meets Chico.
team effort against the Wildcats
The five-way tie will result if the Hornets and then play the
Sacra- lowly Wildcats, who haven’t won
Saturday as three key men were Nevada beats Humboldt,
the a FWC game yet this season, to
o,
Francisc
San
beats
mento
seeing limited action.
finish in the money.
nSacrame
and
Ed White and Jim Barker were Aggies beat Chico
Of the teams with one lost, the
injured in the game, and Monty to, and San Francisco beats Chico.
have the roughest schedHornets
Nevt,
Humbold
give
will
This
Feekes didn’t make the trip.
must play San FranThey
ule.
o
nto,
Francisc
San
However,
all three should be ada, Sacrame
and the Aggies 3-2 records, and cisco and the Aggies back-to-back.
ready for the Homecoming game.
how
Chico will bring up the rear with And the Aggies, no matter
*Jacks’ Depth Ready
life
making
are
past,
the
in
poor
In
case
they
aren’t,
Sarboe an 0-5 mark.
The real question is the proba- miserable for all FWC teams.
shouldn’t have too many worries
The way
The Davis crew has beat Nevabout filling the vacant spots. Rego bility of this happening.
Piva gained 107 yards in his fill-in the FWC has gone in 1961 it’s ada, made Humboldt play “five”
quarters to beat them, and fought
role at Chico while Danny Sousa probable.
After the first round of play, the Gators until the final gun.
and Roger Tofft led the Lumberjacks to their highest output in Humboldt looked like a shoo-in.
No matter how you look at it,
They defeated San Francisco, and the FWC race is in shambles, and
yards gained this season.
Piva’s filling in for White adds Lumberjack fans felt the worst the probability of a five-way tie
is very probable.
touches of the 1959 football season was over.
FWC STANDINGS
when Dave Littleton, HSC’s first
But Sacramento had its say and
eleven

took

Humboldt

19-7.

As
usual comparative
scores
pbell, Ray Del Turko, Gary Sulli- mean nothing for this game. But
and
van, Gene Lang, Bob Herron
to continue, the Lumberjacks ed-

'6l-'62 agers Can 0 nly Go Up;
Givens orks With 18 Candidates
=

Lumberjacks.

string fullback until the Chico
game, was injured; White filled in
the rest of the season.

With

only

five

games

remain-

ing, the Far Western Conference
mad
become a_
has
title race

Frakes, Vester
Walker.

Flanagan,

and

Jim

Mike Ross, who missed the last
Frakes and Flanagan will start
two games with a bad leg, should in the offensive line at guard and
be able to see some action against tackle while Walker will be at
the ’Pack.
defensive linebacker. Walker will
Four Seniors
also do the kicking for the LumSarboe has chosen four seniors berjacks.
for

his

game

captains,

White,

Humboldt
Sacramento
San Francisco
Nevada
Cal Aggies
Chico
TOMORROW'S GAMES
Nevada at Humboldt
San Francisco at Sacramento
Cal Aggies at Chico

Al

Humboldt State College
Varsity Basketball Schedule
1961-62
Dec. 1—Southern Oregon, there

ALUMNI
We invite you to drop in and
enjoy Eureka's Newest
Bewling Alleys
-- RESTAURANT - -

HARBOR LANES —
2136 BROADWAY
EUREKA

Bri, Mov, 10, 1988

Piva, Frasier Pace HSC
To 29-12 Win Over Chico

Humboldt State College Goes All-Out

Rally.

After the rally the crowd followed the band and football team
to the auditorium where Alpha
Psi Omega, the honorary dramatic
society,

lower

the

and

Great Probl em for Clubs

too.

The next item on the agenda was
a “Noise Parade” headed by the
members of the fotball team down
to the ball park.
Sponsored by the Rally Committee, the parade ended at the baseball diamond on the campus where
the freshman class and the Rally
Committee sponsored the annual
Bonfire
Homecoming
freshman

division

effect was one of precision and
Sticky wheat paste,
By DICK WENGI
tonal beauty coupled with a sense
of
lots
and
d,
cardboar
and
paper
Staff Writer
chicken wire are the essentials. of inspiration and vitality further
buildfloat
all
as
building,
Float
With these three, things begin to enhanced by the excellent acousing experts will tell you, is an exshape. That is if the loyal tics of the Fortuna Methodist
take
Not many
tremely esoteric art.
faithful club members turn Church auditorium.
and
to.
want
many
Not
it.
people do
out.
If you've ever tried to muster the
The building proceeds rapidly
club for a float raising, you'll know
(it’s
3 a.m. tomorrow). There have
what we mean.
lots

A design for the float is the first

(F.B.
Float Building Committee
C.) chairman will rise and ask if
anyone has an idea for the float
design. Silence. Then he will ask

marched in
bands
the turf, and the

Homecoming Queen, Shirley Pitlock, was presented to the student
body.
Following the game was
ter-game dance sponsored

the afby the

A Product
Of
8 rec]

thie
r

|
GOLDEN

STATE

Ci

will

announce

Some-

theme.

the

thing like, “Stories
Bar,” or, “The True

Behind The
Story About

Lady Godiva.”
When the theme is selected, a
design must be drawn to suit. The

Float Building Design Committee
(F.B.D.C.) chairman must now be

be
will
attempt
An
appointed.
made to select someone from the
But your club,
art department.
naturally, has no artists. So the
Prez appoints some poor soul who
has been trying for the past 15
years to write his name legibly.
A week later, the F.B.D.C. chairman will come up with what he
considers a masterpiece in float
design. It doesn’t matter that you
have to have a Peterbilt tractor
and a set of doubles, an authentic
redwood—from the Avenue of the
Giants—and three pair of matched

white horses pulling a beer wagon.
But no matter, onward!
Next problem. Where to build?
With the size of the equipment the
Prez decides they need a chairman
to find a place to build. The Float
Building
Hunting
and
Seeking
Committee (F.B.H.&S.C.) scoures
the area for a proper site.
This
turns out to be difficult. Nobody
wants you back. You didn’t clean
up the mess last year. You finally
settle on
the corporation
yard.
Where else have you got to go?

WELCOME
BACK
ALUMS

BIM’S
INVITE YOU TO DROP
IN FOR A SNACK OR
A DELICJOUS MEAL

of news-

been constant interruptions. Such
as, “I make a motion we adjourn

task to complete. Usually this is
brought up at a club meeting. The to the

drama club presented a one hour
variety show, under the direction the Float Building Theme Committee (F.B.T.C.) chairman what
of Dr. Don Karshner.
the
was
theme has been decided on, feeling,
g
evenin
ay
On Saturd
football game with HSC hosting for some reason, the two are conCal Aggies (which we lost 27-13). nected in some vague way.
The chairman of the F.B.T.C.
At halftime the HSC and Eureka
School
High
full dress on

Wortley’s rollicking modern spiritual, “Hallelu, Amen”. The overail

nearest

“All those

bar.”

“I

second.”

in favor...”

“Ques-

by the F.B.C. chair-

Wives Attend
Dinner Dance

Charlie

IN NORTH
1610 G St.

Shop

prizes.
| The next meeting of the Student
| Wives will be on Nov. 16 at 7:30
oe. instead of 8:00. It will be in

ARCATA
VA 2-5063

Economics

the Home

Building and

| will include a pot luck supper. All
| the wives are invited and are asked
|to bring

Don’t Make

(Continued from Page One)

Harrison was the quarterback and
man who cites some obsecure par- also defensive halfback.
liamentary
rule, convinces
them
Roy took up teaching after colthey can work while arguing, and lege until World War II, when he
ponders his own sanity while nail- entered the Navy.
He is now a
ing a lath to an outsized pumpkin building contractor in Hayfork, in
with no top.
Humboldt County.
Now the float is done.
All is ‘The fourth member to be chosen
well, you think. Some wise guy to the Hall of Fame, was Leonard
Leonard was honored
just happens to mention there will Longholm.
He atbe a queen on the thing. You for- at the 1958 Homecoming.
1938 to
from
Humboldt
got her. There is no place for her tended
During these years, he reto sit. Suggestions come by the 1942.
ones. “We'll put her in one ot ceived four letters in football, four
the barrels. lf she’s too short, cut letter in basketball and four letters
Len was noted for his
the barrel.” “Let her ride a horse.” in track.
field running
It’s finally decided to let her drive tremendous broken
the truck. Nobody thought of that which helped Humboldt win many
Len, after leaving cola game.
either.
The Float Transportation, Driv- lege, was drafted by a professional
Philadelphia
the
team,
ing and Disposal Committee (F.T. football
D.D.C.), an intregal part of the Eagles, but Len refused the offer.
F.B.C. and the F.B.T.C., now takes
The basketball season of 41-42
| over. Transportation and driving saw Humboldt win the Far WestDuring this sea| go smoothly.
ern Conference.
The
big problem
is disposal. son, Len alternated as high point
Burn it. Trade it. Park it in a man, with a great friend, “Billy”
public park and let the kids play Lee, another member of the Hall
In track, he set the
on it (teaches them citizenship). of Fame.
The F.T.D.D.C. is finally forced, Humboldt State pole vault record
at great difficulty and expense, to of 12 feet which was to stand for
cali in an outside expert. Within some time.
The fifth, anl only woman selecthree short weeks the float is disposed of, each club member carry- tion to the Hall of Fame, was
ing a piece of it in his pocket each Mrs. Elta Cartwright Stromberg.
stealthily “Cinder Elta” as she was called,
and
campus
off
day
throwing it away.
was at one time hailed by national sportswriters as “the greatathlete in America,”
est woman
after she had won the broad jump,
100, and 50 yard dashes, the three
events she entered in the Olympic

tion.” Saved

A dinner dance was held for the
Student Wives at 8:15 p.m. in the
was
Now that you have the place, cafeteria lagt Saturday. Music
Rhythm Kings.
you
start
gathering
materials. provided by the
Mr. and Mrs. John McKnight
Ce
won the dance contest, Bob Stevenson won the bean-guessing con| test, and Mrs. Bob Semmens won
the musical chairs contest. Prizes
ti
s
] aS
| were given for all of the events.
Another feature of the night was
|
| the awarding of numeroug door

Barber

Hall of Fame
Lists Six Greats

their own

eating

utensils.

A Deal Until You’ve Seen

SACCHI'S

tryouts.

Her team was the first woman’s
to be sent to the Olympics by the
United States.
During the Olym-

VA 2-2946

Franny

points.

17 extra

also

played basketball and was varsity
baseball pitcher.
Born in Korbel, Franny graduated from Eureka High, and later
In
on he coached Arcata High.

1947

and

48

his

teams

won

titles.

Popera CommitteePopWednesday

afternoon

the

headed by Joan
era committee,
Iversen, met in the Campus Ac-

tivities Center to discuss more details and to present improvements
on the 12th annual Popera next
Friday.
ods
ee

DINNER
BELL

BIM‘S
ON THE FREEWAY
AROATA

The
in

Bread
the

G ingham

y

Wrap

.

Sarboe

went

on

to say,

“They

launched
scored
to put

did a good job in spite of the disthe
went
that
turbing - breaks
Both the defense and
wrong way.
the offense played real well.”

first downs

of

battle

lead.

defense held Chico
Humboldt won the

White gained 62 yards although
forced to leave the game with an
Buda
injury, and Frank
ankle
chipped in with 80 yards more,
Volunteer coach Art Stegeman

performed.
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score
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Chico scored again early in

Chico

eft)

now

2-1

DiMercurio

were the key

men

gi

Hum-

Piva gained 106 vale while Dilferourlo

d pass.
gained 30 yards on the ground and completed an ll-yar

‘Jacks Rated
10th in NAIA

The Wolfpack upended Sacramento State 14-8 last week to put
the Hilltoppers atop the conference standings with a 3-1 record.

The Hornets are
Nevada is 2-2-.

and Tom

Lumberjacks third touchdown
Saturday are ‘Jacks of the Week. Rego Piva

boldt a 20-12 lead.

They | aga

took over real well when Jim Barker and White were injured.
“Barker received a head injury
and could not remember the plays
and White left the game with an
quarterback
and
ankle
injured
Monty Feekes did not make the

nsible for the

Two men

Sousa flipped a 27-yarder to Baker

second string backfield, “It was
outstanding the way our second

backfield

a Chico

to cap the scoring.
Sarboe
was
happy
with
the
overall team performance and will
be looking forward to this week's
battle with the University of Nev-

also had a word of praise for the

s'ring

Buda

plays

the fourth quarter but the ‘Jacks
came back to score twice in the
final eight minutes of play.
Buda tallied his second teedee
of the day for the third score and

Ed

26-11.

the drive.

Lumberjacks moved 52 yards to
score and take a 14 - 6 halftime

offense garnered 449 yards

The

net while the
to 174 yards.

Frank

from the 19 in two
Humboldt ahead.

Following

Junior Jacks

Are Working
Out for Chico

The Humboldt State Lumberjacks climbed back into the top)
ten in the NAIA weekly small | The
Humboldt
State
Junior
college poll after a weeks absence, Jacks are prepping for their season
10th.
rising from 11th to
finale against arch rival Chico
The Lumberjacks slid from sec- | State November 18 by scrimmag°
Junio
The
ond place early in the season fol- j,, the varsity.
Jacks
Junior
The
rsity.
,
are
Sacta-|
to
loss
19-7
straight
their
second
ilowing
are enjoying their

and

“We've got to beat the team
that beat the team that beat us,”
“The kids took over and put to- was Sarboe’s outlook of the up“To us it is the ‘mento State. The disqualification successful saeson, currently boastgether a rock-ribbed defense and coming game.
from the jing a 2-1 record.
the best ground game we've had championship game!”
Michigan
of Northern
The ‘Jacks could sew up a tie poll and
all year,” said Stegeman.
Chester
West
Last year the Junior Jacks postThe Lumberjacks struck quick- for the crown with a win.
'State’s 40-13 loss to Villanova ed their first winning season in
| aided the "Jacks in their short three previous seasons with a 3-1
|mark and are running almost par|
Although they rose in the stand- allel to that now.
i=
beaten
have
they
year
This
hopes of
ings the Lumberjacks’
iis wfogTant
a
Chico State 14-6 and San Quentin
brightout. sTUCENTS
any
get
not
did
bid
1
bowl
a
NY
POUNDED?
er as both of the other top rated 7-6 while losing to Shasta Junior
CeTIEm OX
SeoRrNG COLE
LEARN
IT
THEY
teams on the West Coast jumped Colege 8-6. Last year they beat
3
Fiest FeOM Ya
Linfield (7-0) moved from Chico 20-0 and 7-0 and downed
higher.
RATHER THAN
THEM someting
e
eigth to fifth place and Whittier San Quentin 11-9 after losing to
10 JOIN”
(7-0) climbed a notch from sev- Shasta 26-0.
Maan AE Elles
enth to sixth.
H.S.C.
first president of
The
The NAIA top ten include: 1.—
was Nelson B. Van Matre.
| Pitsburgh State (Kan.); 2.—Bald-

trip.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS _

Con lus

| win-Wallace

(O.); 3.—SE

Lousia-

&

na; 4—Central Oklahoma; 5—Linfield (Ore.); 6—Whittier (Calif. ;
7—Florida A&M; 8—Northern St.
(S.D.); 9—Arkansas Tech; 10—
Humboldt State.

JULIE'S
ARCATA
FLORIST
“CORSAGE
SPECIALIST”

Reading Rate
Reading rate classes start Monday for all students interested in
speed.
their reading
improving

ENASLE THEM 10 cer

ANYTHING Our of
COLLEGE2

The

R WEEK =
“FROLIC
YOU DONT WANT 10 SPONSO
OF HONE COMIING FLOATS — anise *YIPEE Plo
A LAS PROFESSORAT THIS
PROGRAM —,
T TO FIT IN AROLIND HERE”
COLLEGE— JUST HOW 90

_ Naval Reserve

Congr essman
|.

Officers Soon
Clem Miller
Speaks at HSC _ At Humboldt

failure of the bill was
tion

Committee

“There

are

of

as many

the Educa-

the

House.

parties

in

in gthe bill was the last factor that
killed the bill. According to Miller,
by the time a bill reaches the floor

it must

be limited to a major

is-

sue. In the case of the education
bill there was none, and each debate on its many issues killed the
bill a little more.
“There is still a desire for Fed-

eral Aid to Education, but any action will have
matics.”

to be done

with

se-

classes

and
Hlume
Bethel
Cmdr.
Cmdr. Dick Hansen will be

Lt.
on

to interested students about
|U.S. Naval Air Reserve.
The two officers are with
|

the

|from Alameda.
A four year college man is eligible to apply for an officer candidate program offered by the unit.
You must be between the ages of
19 and 26 and meet mental and
physical criteria to qualify for the

program.

Seniors not qualified for pilot
training can apply for the Navy's
non-pilot officer program. Careers
in electronics, navigation and air
intelligence are being offered to
this group.
Two year college men also are
pilot
the
for
eligible to apply

An

by

SAVE ON
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SPORTSWEAR

SPECIAL
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"52"

the

| Naval Aviation Information Team

program.

taught

being

1504GSt.
VA2-1115
In North Arcata

ALUMS
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|campus Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 to talk

training

are

Jim Maney in room 201 of Founders Hall.
Objectives of the reading classes
are to aid the student in grasping
their
essential elements in
the
material, critical analysis of what
_Jis being read, and increased comto concentration
prehension due
on the materials.
Classes will be given on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 1],
1 and 2. Students interested should
contact Maney before Monday.

A-30
HAI
sAnooR ou

that committee as there are members.” When they finally agreed
on a bill to pass the bill died on
ing.”
all the floor in a “72 vote shalack
support
floor
the
of
The failure

Meetsin CAC

IT’S
GOOD ‘N

the offense

“Congress is concerned with repics in 1926, Mrs. Stromberg set
a world’s record in the running building the quality as well as the
broad jump with a leap of 17 feet quantity of education,” was the
Congressman
of
thesis
and four inches.
general
She was one of the seven-mem- Clem Miller’s address at an asber track team from HSC which sembly held yesterday morning.
Miller, the first of a series of
captured the National Championship in 1927 at Newark, New Jer- political speakers to be presented
sey.
by the assembly committee, preMrs. Stromberg graduated with sented a summary of the actions
a bachelor of arts degree and a of Congress in the field of Federal
general elementary credential. She aid tg education, along with pretaught for many years in the Eu- dictions of future actions.
elementary
Arcata’
and
reka
“Most congressmen agree there
system.
is a need for federal aid to educaHumboldt’s tion and this year’s failure of pasMoore,
Franny
most valuable football player from sage of a bill rests on three fac1934-37, was the sixth and last tors.
perso nto be chosen for Hum“First, the administration was
boldt’s Hall of Fame last year at involved with foreign problems,”
Homecoming.
so that it was unable to give the
A guard on the 1935 team, he needed suport to the education bill.
shifted to halfback in 1936 and 37. According to Miller, unless the
As a person, runner and place- administration
a bill the
backs
kicker, he helped the 1936 squad Congress is just too unorganized
to a 20-0 win over San Jose State, to get it passed.
a big threat during those years.
The second factor aiding in the
During the same season, he kick-

ed

865 Eighth Street

rolled

up 107 yards in 16 carries to lead

}

success,

evi-

“Nine Hundred Miles” and the
program concluded with Howard

ly scoring with only four minutes
gone in the game.
A 23-yard pass
play from Dan Sousa to Barker
and a second from Roger Tofft to
Drew Roberts good for 29 yards

|

a great

it was
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Building of Parade Floats

ert Lewis, bass, with Gary Coon
at the pjano.
Baritone soloigt Lewis was featured in the American folksong

together

put

Lumberjacks

The

their best offensive effort to date
piling up 307 yards on the ground

Viteasorey, Calit.

“Humboldt is going all-out this
pice band. During the dance the
weekend to show returning alumni
queen was coronated and she and.
a really bang-up Homecoming celher court were presented their
have
ies
activit
ebration. Varied
gifts.
been scattered through the five
On Sunday was held the Alumni,
days to provide great entertain- Reception in Nelson Hall. New to
ment for students, faculty, and the the college was the honoring of
alumni.” This is a quote from Bob the classes of every fifth year starTitlow, chairman of the Homecom- ting with 1916; that is, the classes
ing Festivities ten years ago.
of '16, ‘21, '26, ‘31, ‘36, '41, and ’S1,
Along with its “new” library, its On hand were Dr. and Mrs. Siemfirst win in two years in football, ens, ASB
President Francis
its “new” band uniforms, and its “Toads” Stebbins, and one repre519 students, Humboldt State did sentative from each of the honapparently have a “bang-up” time ored classes, forming a reception
on its Homecoming weekend, Oct. line. The affair was from 3:00-4:30
12, 13, and 14, 1951.
and was informal.
To begin their activities, the stuon
Feed
dents had a Free Bean
Friday, Oct. 12. It took place in
back of Nelson Hall in the parkThe
ing lot from 5:00-6:15 pm.
menu included baked beans, tossed

om" WY

held in the gym from 10;00-1:00
and featured the Eddy Clay 12-

‘‘T was pleased with the wor the second team came
rboe following the Lumthrough, ** said head coach Phil
Chico State Saturda
rival
arch
over
win
99.12
berjaay
night. ‘Rigo Piva and Dodd Frasier came through maauiae
cently.’’

—,
nm

By JIM SCHRUPP
Staff Writer

The Humboldt State choir, under the direction of Dr. Leon Wagtivities, Mu Epsilon Psi, the music ner, presented a program of
society, presented a concert Mon- choral music at the First Metho‘day at 8:15 in the CES auditorium. dist Church, Fortuna, Nov. 5. The
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fulkerson, program was sponsored by the
| Mrs. Esther Thompson, and James Methodig Youth Fellowship of the
Mearns, faculty members, perform- church.
Soprano
Kay
Magnuson
was
ed on piano, cello, violin, and piano
respectively. Leland Barlow, then heard in Bach's aria, “My Heart
‘an assistant professor of music, Ever Faithful”, accompanied by
| gave a baritone solo. The Home Dr. Wagner, and was followed by
Economics Club provided a Coffee a duet for soprano and tenor from
Hour at intermission.
Mendelssohn's “Hymn of Praise”,
The Alumni Banquet was on sung by Joan Iversen and Joseph
Tuesday night at 7:00 in Nelson McAlister, accompanied by Judy
Hall. This was the first time the Nilsen.
The “Benedictus" from Mozart's
banquet had been held on campus.
Mrs. Estelle Preston McDowell, an “Requiem” was sung by a quar‘alumnae, was in charge of the ar- tet of soloists, including Joan Iv‘rangements for the dinner.
ersen, soprano, Judy Nilsen, alto,
Joseph McAlister, tenor and Rob-
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additional

requirement for this person is
he must be single.
As a matter of convenience,
mental examination required
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